Session 1
Thursday, December 12, 2013
Beginning at 10:00 AM
In Our Offices in Danbury, Ct

Lots 1-876
United States
Confederacy
U.S. Possessions
United Nations

1

UNITED STATES: Postmasters’ Provisionals

UNITED STATES
Postmasters’ Provisionals

1
1

2

3

H
New Haven, Ct., 1870’s, Cyrus Peets reprint of the 1845, 5¢ red on white (8XU1 var.), cut square, extraordinary example of this rarely offered reprint; the example offered here has particularly good color, and is signed
in ink “A.E. Mitchell”, quite elusive and rarely offered; small thin spot, otherwise Extremely Fine; 1963 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
Cyrus Peets was chief clerk for the New Haven postmaster A.E. Mitchell, and was fortunate to have 30 reprints
made of the 1845 New Haven postmaster’s provisional handstamp in the 1870’s; these are particularly scarce
and most of the 30 examples that were issued have been lost to philately.

2

(H)
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (9X1e), without gum, decent example of this
rarely offered stamp, with sharp clear color and a nice impression; inclusion spot shows at center on reverse only,
Very Good. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3

m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (9X1e), neat blue penstroke manuscript cancellation, gorgeous deep rich color, an especially appealing example of this elusive stamp; small thin spot, otherwise
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

4

H
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black (10X1), left margin pair, o.g., previously hinged, extremely fresh and
choice multiple, with a heavy horizontal pre-printing paper fold affecting both stamps, very pleasing and fresh, Very
Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
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5

(H)a
Providence, R.I., 5¢ & 10¢ gray black, 1898 reprints (10X1R, 10X2R), complete sheet of 12 with
“B.O.G.E.R.T.D.U.R.B.I.N.” underprint, without gum as issued, fresh and crisp, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1847 Issue

6
6

7

8

(H)
5¢ red brown and 10¢ black, Die Proof Set (1-2), accompanying article notes that there are only 99
such sets, without gum as issued, Very Fine; 2003 Mystic Photo certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Owners cost $1,800 in 2003.

7

H
5¢ red brown (1), part o.g., extremely fresh and appealing example of this tremendously difficult stamp,
with particularly strong color, with small flaws that are difficult to detect, a not too shabby example of our first regularly issued postage stamp; small faults, including small shallow thin spots that only show when dipped in fluid, and
faint vertical creasing caused by the presence of the crackly original gum - most of which is still present, rare thus,
Fine appearance; 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

8

m
5¢ red brown (1), gorgeous double struck red town cancels, very fresh, rich color, beautiful choice, eye
catching example, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
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UNITED STATES: 1847 Issue

9

10

11

9

m
5¢ orange brown (1b), extremely attractive red grid cancellation, extraordinary top quality example in
the true orange brown shade, fiery bright shade with detailed impression, as pretty an example as you’ll ever see,
Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

10

m
5¢ orange brown (1b), blue grid cancellation, extremely handsome example with nice contrast of the
gorgeous orange brown shade and the colorful cancel, a flawless sound high quality example, Very Fine; 2000
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $935.
Estimate $600 - 800

11

m
5¢ orange brown (1b), red grid cancellation, fiery bright and unmistakable orange brown shade, very
pretty; tiny thin and slight crease along bottom right corner, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

12

13

14

15

12

10¢ black, Sperati forgery (2 var.), without cancel and with privately applied gum, large margins all
around including sheet margin at left, Extremely Fine; signed in pencil by Sperati, 2006 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

13

m
10¢ black, “harelip” variety (2 var.), position 57L1, desirable red cancellation, attractive example of this
impressive variety, with deep color; small thin spot, Very Good to Fine; 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

14

m
10¢ black (2), intense red grid, almost a “red paint” cancellation, extremely fresh and appealing four margin copy, featuring breathtaking rich color; small thin spots, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate $500 - 750

15

m
10¢ black (2), cleaned manuscript cancel, four ample margins, fresh and bright with detailed impression;
tiny scissor cut lower right corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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16

17

16

(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, delightful example of this elusive stamp, a marvelous well margined stamp featuring warm rich color, Very Fine, only 4,779 sold; 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $600 - 800

17

(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, handsome four margin copy, with bright vivid
color; small thin spot, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 4,779 examples sold. Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

18

19

20

18

P
10¢ black, Reproduction, plate proof on India (4P3), impressive example mounted on American Bank
Note Co. card, vibrant color and impression, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

19

(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), corner margin single, without gum as issued, a remarkable GEM
QUALITY showpiece featuring huge margins and gorgeous rich color, deserving placement in the finest collection,
Extremely Fine to Superb, one of the finest examples of the 3,883 copies sold; 2003 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 8 examples attaining this impressive grade, with only 3 others grading higher, according to
P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $1,000. SMQ $2,950 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

20

(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, very pretty example with brilliant color and razor
sharp impression, an eye catching stamp; trivial crease along top right corner, otherwise Very Fine, only 3,883 examples sold; 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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UNITED STATES: 1851 Issue

1851 Issue

21

m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 5R1E, neat black grid cancellation, choice example of this rare stamp, gorgeous rich shade, design clearly showing type characteristics at bottom; corner thins and margin tears, otherwise
Fine to Very Fine; 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

22

23

24

25

22

(H)
1¢ blue, type II (7), position 52R2, showing a plate flaw in head, regummed, ample to large margins, Fine;
2012 Doporto photo certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

23

H
1¢ blue, type II (7), “A” relief, deep indigo shade, possibly from plate 3, o.g. with several cracks in gum
somewhat affecting the paper, ample to large margins except just touching at top left, Fine to Very Fine; 2010
Doporto photo certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

24

(H)
1¢ blue, type II (7), position 70R2, on thinner paper, unused without gum, clear to large margins except
touching at left, Fine; 2011 Doporto photo certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

25

m
1¢ blue, type II, double transfer (7 var.), position 61R2, New Orleans town cancel, large margins all
around including sheet margin at left, Extremely Fine; 2012 Doporto photo certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

6
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26

27

28

26

m
1¢ blue, type II, double transfer (7 var.), position 48R, New Orleans town cancel, clear margins except
touching at bottom; light vertical creases at left, otherwise Fine; 2011 Doporto photo certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

27

m
1¢ blue, types II & IIIa (7, 8A, 7), vertical strip of 3, plate 1E, light black Ohio town cancellations, attractive
example with dazzling color; small thins and creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

28

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), strip of 3, light black cancellation, extremely desirable multiple, with fabulous rich
color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

29

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), strip of 3, neatly struck black grid cancellations, brilliant fresh multiple cut from the
sheet showing a large portion of the stamps at top; couple light creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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UNITED STATES: 1851 Issue

30

ma
1¢ blue, type II (7), block of 8, manuscript cancellation, spectacular multiple with bold rich color, a striking
piece; numerous cuts and slices neatly covered by pieces of hinges, Very Good. Scott $1,375 for strips and a pair.
Estimate $300 - 400

31

m
1¢ blue, type III (8), position 99R2, light black town cancellation at top right corner and neat manuscript
penstroke cancel, wonderfully fresh and attractive example of this extremely rare type III stamp, the best position of
this type, featuring large sheet margin at bottom, missing from even the most advanced classic collections; pressed
vertical creases at top, Very Good to Fine; 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

32

33

32

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), marvelous blue town cancellation, awesome wide margined example with extraordinary wide margins showing portions of adjoining stamps at left and right, an exquisite showpiece with luscious rich color and finely etched impression, a great stamp, Extremely Fine; 1978 P.F. certificate for imperforate
strip of 3, from which this fabulous stamp was taken, this being the center stamp from the strip. Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

33

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), position 59R4, red (not orange as noted on accompanying certificate) and black
cancels, ample to large margins except just touching at right center; slightly toned, Fine to Very Fine; 2012 Doporto
photo certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

8
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34

35

34

H
1¢ blue, types IIIA-II-II (8A, 7, 7), horizontal strip of 3, position 58-59-60R1E, attractive blue Bethlehem
Pa postmarks, touching at top and bottom; center stamp (type II) with tear at top, each stamp with small stain at bottom and lightly scraped design, otherwise Fine; 2011 Doporto photo certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

35

s
1¢ blue, type IV (9), wonderfully well struck black “Boston, PAID, Aug 23” c.d.s., two choice singles
neatly tied with gorgeous deep color, an extremely handsome showpiece, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

36

37

38

36

H
3¢ deep orange brown, type II (10A), slightly disturbed o.g., impressive example of the deep orange
brown shade, with especially rich color, as fresh as the first day it was issued over 160 years ago, Very Good; 2013
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

37

m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), horizontal pair, position 56-57L5E, pretty red grid cancellations, attractive multiple with dynamite color, lovely item for the 3 cent specialist, Fine. Scott $560.
Estimate $250 - 350

38

m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), pair, neatly struck “Milwaukee, Wis, Nov 4” cancellation, absolutely gorgeous
large margined pair with fabulous deep rich color, extraordinary showpiece; tiny crease along upper right corner far
from design could be trimmed away, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $63.
Estimate $150 - 200
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UNITED STATES: 1851 Issue

39

ma
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 6, neatly struck blue “Philadelphia, Pa., Jul 11” cancellations, impressive multiple with vibrant rich color and detailed impression, a very appealing item; missing top left corner, some adherence on reverse, Very Good to Fine. Scott $1,030.
Estimate $300 - 400

40

)
3¢ dull red, type II, complete plate reconstruction of Plate 1 late, right pane (11A), mounted on single
sheet, eight stamps show centerline in margin and includes a number of four margin GEM examples, cancellations
are black or blue; some small faults as one might expect, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

41

42

43

41

m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck black town cancellation, fabulous rich color, a handsome sound example with incredibly light postmark, Very Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, 1 of 39 examples at this grade
according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $700. SMQ $750 in grade of VF-80.
Estimate $600 - 800

42

m
5¢ red brown (12), neat black town cancellation, desirable well centered example with balanced margins
and resplendent color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

43

m
5¢ red brown (12), red town cancellation, attractive example with a beautiful cancel, with vibrant rich
color; slight crease at lower right corner, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

10
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44

45

46

47

44

m
10¢ green, type I (13), neat face free black town cancellation, tremendous appearing stamp, with perfectly balanced margins and marvelous fresh color, a gorgeous stamp; faint vertical crease at center only shows
when dipped in fluid, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

45

m
10¢ green, type I (13), neat black cancellation, lovely example in sound condition, with fabulous deep
shade, Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $925.
Estimate $350 - 500

46

m
10¢ green, type I (13), black cancellation, warm rich color, decent example of this elusive type I stamp;
tiny crease at top left corner, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

47

m
10¢ green, type I (13), bottom right corner margin single, position 100R1, cleaned cancellation, GEM appearing, with huge margins, an impressive position piece, Extremely Fine; 1972 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

48

49

50

48

m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat black cancellation, exquisite example with nice margins all around and fabulous deep color, premium quality stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

49

m
10¢ green, type III (15), impressive face free black cancellation, flawless example with captivating color
and detailed impression, a gorgeous well margined stamp with wonderful eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

50

m
10¢ green, type III (15), horizontal pair, neatly placed black grid cancellations, impeccably fresh and
choice multiple with radiant color and sharp clear impression; left stamp with minute inclusion spot on reverse, Very
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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UNITED STATES: 1851 Issue

51

52

51

m
10¢ green, type III (15), strip of 3, beautiful red town and light manuscript cancellations, fabulous well
margined multiple with lovely rich color, the center and right stamps being particularly choice, Very Fine. Scott
$650.
Estimate $300 - 400

52

m
10¢ green, type IV (16), light black cancellation, exceptionally fresh and attractive example of this tough
stamp, recut at bottom, with vivid color, a flawless high quality stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

53

54

55

53

m
12¢ gray black (17), light black town cancellation, fresh and appealing stamp with generous margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $250 - 350

54

m
12¢ gray black (17), vertical pair, 1/3 of adjacent stamp at top, rich color with good margins, just in at bottom right, a choice piece, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

55

m
12¢ gray black (17), pair, lightly struck black town cancellation, gorgeous rich shade, a lovely multiple,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

12
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56

ma
12¢ gray black (17), block of 4, light black town cancellation, fantastic example of this rarely offered
block, with ravishing rich color, of the handful of blocks that are known to exist, this is probably the finest of that small
group, completely sound and extremely attractive, Fine to Very Fine; 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1857 Issue

57

58

59

57

m
1¢ blue, type I (18), manuscript penstroke cancellation, extraordinary well centered example of this difficult type I stamp, completely sound and very choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

58

m
1¢ blue, type Ic, “curl on shoulder” variety (19b var.), “E” relief, position 81R4, light town cancel, adhering to small piece, nicely centered for this variety; small corner crease at top left, thin at bottom and toned perforations all around, otherwise Very Fine; 2012 Doporto photo certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

59

m
1¢ blue, type II (20), horizontal pair, plate 4, position 9-10L4, neat black cancellation, incredibly scarce
pair from plate 4, with the deepest and richest color imaginable, magnificent item for the 1 cent 1857 specialist; both
stamps with small thin spots at bottom of each stamp, Fine. Scott $2,750 for plate 4 pair. Estimate $250 - 350
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UNITED STATES: 1857 Issue

60

61

62

60

m
1¢ blue, type III (21), neat black town cancellation, bold rich shade, a fresh and affordable example of this
elusive type III stamp; scissor cut at left and right from the sheet, Very Good; 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

61

H
1¢ blue, type V (24), strip of 3, o.g., very lightly hinged, impressive multiple with vibrant color, each stamp
with unusually large margins, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

62

Ha
1¢ blue, type V (24), block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, fantastic deep shade, wonderfully fresh multiple,
Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

63

m
1¢ blue, type V (24), horizontal pair, lovely blue town cancellation, magnificent well centered multiple,
with vibrant rich color, very pretty, Extremely Fine. Scott $88.
Estimate $150 - 200

14
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UNITED STATES: 1857 Issue

64

65

66

64

sa

65

HH
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., never hinged, impressive example in immaculate mint condition, with sensational rich color, Very Fine. Scott $65 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

66

H
3¢ dull red, type III (26), vertical pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), well centered
and choice with rich color, exceptional quality, Very Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

1¢ blue, type V (24), right margin block of 6 with plate number and imprint, light black grid cancellations,
impressive appearing multiple mounted on piece from which it did not originate, extremely wide margins at right
which capture plate number and imprint along the right side, excellent position piece; repaired at top right corner of
upper right stamp - adding piece of stamp, Very Good to Fine. Scott $513 as block & pair. Estimate $400 - 600

67

68

67

Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, remarkably well centered multiple with extraordinary color and impression, in a wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

68

Ha
3¢ dull red, type III (26), left margin block of 9 with part imprint, disturbed o.g., eye catching large multiple, with bold color, quite an attractive position piece; top right stamp missing perf at right, and a few perf separations, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350
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UNITED STATES: 1857 Issue

69

70

71

72

69

m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), lightly struck black town cancellation, fantastic GEM QUALITY stamp featuring
perfect centering and vibrant color, deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2007
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 31 examples at this grade according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott
$9. SMQ $275 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $200 - 300

70

m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), neatly struck black cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice well centered example of this incredibly difficult brick red shade, a flawless top quality stamp that would please the most discriminating collector of high quality stamps, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

71

m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light black town cancellation, bright color, a delightful example of this tough
stamp; small hinge thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $350 - 500

72

m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), “1859” year date cancellation, choice example with intense color, a very pretty
copy of the difficult brick red shade; pulled perf at right, and a couple light creases, Very Good. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $300 - 400

73

74

75

73

m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), light red grid cancellation, choice example with captivating rich color printed on
bleach white paper, a choice representation of this shade; light horizontal crease - very trivial, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,275.
Estimate $500 - 750

74

m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), faint black cancellation, lovely appearing example of this tough stamp, vivid
and bright; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $250 - 350

75

m
5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), horizontal pair, lightly struck black “New Orleans” cancellation, extremely attractive example of the elusive bright red brown shade, with sharp detailed impression, rarely offered as a
choice sound pair, a beautiful item, Fine; 1990 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

16
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76

77

78

79

80

76

(H)
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), without gum, impressive example with ravishing rich color, as fresh and
choice as the very first day it was printed, Fine to Very Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

77

(H)
5¢ brown, type II (30A), expertly regummed, beautifully centered with warm rich color; trivial album adherence on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

78

(H)
5¢ brown, type II (30A), expertly regummed, radiant color with detailed impression, a lovely example;
small area of paper adherence on reverse, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $250 - 350

79

m
10¢ green, type I (31), black town cancellation, brilliant fresh color, affordable economy example of this
elusive type I stamp; light horizontal crease and reperforated at top, Very Good to Fine; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

80

m
10¢ green, type IV (34), position 55L1 - recut at bottom, light unobtrusive cancellation along bottom right
corner leaving the portrait unobscured, gorgeous bright shade, a handsomely centered example with terrific eye
appeal; small faults, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

81

82

83

84

81

m
10¢ green, type IV (34), manuscript penstroke cancellation, nicely centered with ravishing rich color,
nice looking example of this tough type IV stamp; thin spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

82

S
30¢ orange, Specimen (38 var.), magenta straight line defacements, desirable example of this elusive
stamp, considered to be a specimen with the magenta defacement, completely sound example with bold rich color,
quite scarce, Fine. Scott $210 as manuscript cancel.
Estimate $400 - 600

83

m
90¢ blue (39), fake (non-contemporary) cancellation, nicely centered with brilliant color, nice looking
from the face, but it isn’t a genuinely used example that would catalog for $11,000 if it were postmarked during correct period of usage; small thin spots, and a piece added at top left corner obscured by the cancellation, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,100 for an unused example.
Estimate $500 - 750

84

m
90¢ blue (39), fake, non contemporary blue cancellation, impressive appearance, handsome appearing
example with radiant rich color; tear at bottom right neatly hidden by small expert repair, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,100 for unused.
Estimate $500 - 750
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UNITED STATES: 1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

85

86

87

85

P
1875, 1¢ bright blue, Reprint, proof on stamp paper (40P5), without gum as issued, clear to ample
margins except just touching at top, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

86

(H)
1875, 1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, huge margins and astounding rich color, an
extremely handsome 1875 Reprint showing a bit of stray ink at top right corner that occured during the printing process and shouldn’t be considered a fault, Very Fine, only 3,846 examples reportedly sold. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

87

(H)
1875, 3¢ scarlet, Reprint (41), without gum as issued, desirable example of this extremely scarce
stamp, with breathtaking rich color and clear impression, Very Fine, only 479 were sold; 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

88

89

90

88

(H)
5¢ orange brown, 1875 Reprint (42), without gum as issued, wonderfully fresh example of this tough
1875 reprint, well centered with wide margins; reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine, only 878 examples were issued; 1986 P.F. certificate sound and 2013 PF certificate reperforated. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

89

(H)
10¢ blue green, 1875 Reprint (43), without gum as issued, impressive example of this extremely elusive
1875 Reprint, with breathtaking rich color on bright white paper, much nicer centering than usually encountered;
small crease along bottom right corner, and a few scissor blunted perforations along right side margin - trivial in nature and do not affect this stamp’s wonderful appearance, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only a mere 516
examples were sold; 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

90

P
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint, small die proof (“Panama-Pacific”) (45P2a), nice margins
(22x28.5mm), no evidence of toning, fresh and attractive, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

18
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1861-1866 Issue

91

92

93

91

m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), lightly struck red grid cancellation, gorgeous deep rich color nicely
complimented by the colored cancel, a very scarce stamp; trivial toned spot at top right corner only shows on reverse and doesn’t affect this stamp’s marvelous appearance, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

92

m
1¢ blue (63), perfectly struck black target cancellation, absolutely stunning GEM quality example with the
most immense margins we have ever seen on a 1 cent 1861, with mouth-watering rich color printed on bright white
paper, the quintessential example of this stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $50.
Estimate $200 - 300

93

H
3¢ pink (64), disturbed o.g., decent appearing example of this extremely rare stamp in the true pink
shade, missing from even the most advanced U.S. collections; reperforated at left, and nibbed perfs at top, Very
Good. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

94

95

94

Ha
3¢ rose (65), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, nicely centered with vivid color, quite pleasing, Very Fine.
Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

95

m
3¢ rose (65), neat black town cancellation, spectacular large margins and stunning color of incredible
depth, simply extraordinary, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3.
Estimate $150 - 200
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96

P
3¢ lake (66TC6a), horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged; left stamp with light vertical gum wrinkle, Very
Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

97

98

99

97

H
12¢ black (69), o.g., hinge remnant, fabulous example with the most intense color imaginable, looking almost like the 1875 Re-Issue shade, a well margined stamp in immaculate condition; paper adherences, Fine to
Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

98

m
24¢ red lilac (70), horizontal pair, beautiful blue target cancellations, extremely fresh and choice multiple
with impressive color, a pretty piece, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

99

m
24¢ steel blue (70b), eye catching bold red grid cancellation, incredibly attractive example of this desirable color shade, with an outrageously attractive postmark, among the most appealing steel blues you’ll ever see;
two light diagonal creases and reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $940.
Estimate $400 - 600

100

E
30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in deep red orange (71-E2e), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perfectly centered with outstanding rich color, a very scarce and rarely offered essay, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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101

m
90¢ blue (72), nice neat quartered cork cancellation, extremely handsome example with boardwalk margins and tantalizing color, a sterling top quality stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$600.
Estimate $400 - 600

102

Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, fabulous large multiple with breathtaking color and impression, much nicely than normally found on this issue, notorious for coming way off centered; faint creases present on only the right two stamps, Very Good. Scott $4,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

103

104

103

(H)
5¢ red brown (75), unused without gum, handsome well centered example featuring an incredible depth
of color, a choice appearing stamp; small thin spots, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

104

m
24¢ gray (78b), neatly struck black “PAID” in grid cancellation, impressive example of this elusive gray
shade, a premium quality flawless stamp, Very Fine. Scott $465.
Estimate $300 - 400
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105

Ea
1867, 3¢ A.B.N.C. essay, in black (79-E11b), irregular block of 3, engraved plate on stamp paper, toned
paper; bottom right torn and mended affecting bottom right essay, Fine, possibly unique as a multiple.
Estimate $500 - 750

106

107

108

106

m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), manuscript penstroke cancellation, decent example of this scarce grilled all over
stamp, much nicer than usually found; small faults as normally found on this notoriously difficult issue, otherwise
Fine. Scott $1,500 for normal cancel.
Estimate $400 - 600

107

m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), lighter than normal neat black cancellation, good looking example of this terribly difficult stamp, with extremely bright color; nibbed perfs as usually found on this impossible grilled all over issue, repair
along right margin adding a small piece, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

108

m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), neatly struck unobtrusive black cancellation, choice example with warm rich color, a
lovely C grill that normally doesn’t come with such an attractive appearance; trivial light crease along upper left corner, otherwise Fine; 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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109

110

111

112

109

(H)
2¢ black, D. grill (84), unused without gum, a more than acceptable example of this terribly difficult 2 cent
D grill, way off centered as are all known examples of this rarity; pronounced creases and a thin spot, Very Good;
1973 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

110

H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), part o.g., a presentable example of this rare stamp, Very Good to Fine; 1972 P.F.
certificate. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

111

m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), fancy blue geometric cancellation, nicely centered with sensational rich color, a
breathtaking example that almost never comes pretty like this; trivial crease at top right corner is of little consequence on such a gorgeous Z grill, otherwise Very Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

112

m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), bold black cancellation, dazzling rich shade, completely sound example, scarce
thus, Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

113

114

115

116

113

m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), neat black cancellation, completely sound and attractive example of this extremely scarce 3 cent Z grill, with ravishing rich color, rarely found fault free - scarce thus, Fine to Very Fine; 2005
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

114

m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), beautifully struck black circle of V’s cancellation, fresh and rather appealing example of this notoriously difficult stamp, vivid rich shade, an excellent example of this tough 3 cent Z grill; corner
creases present at top right and bottom left corners, Very Good; 1993 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

115

m
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), faint black cancellation, lovely rich shade, decent example of this terribly difficult Z grill; couple faint creases, Very Good to Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

116

(H)
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), unused without gum, incredibly fresh and choice example of this tough grilled issue,
with large margins and captivating color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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117

118

119

117

m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), neat black cancellation, appealing used example in flawless condition, well centered amid large margins with vibrant color, very pretty stamp, Very Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

118

Ha
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, decent example of this extremely scarce multiple,
with wonderful rich color and full unblemished fresh gum, completely sound in every respect, Very Good. Scott
$16,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

119

H
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), disturbed o.g., impressive example of this elusive grilled stamp, with breathtaking
Post Office fresh color, as pristine as the first day issued, Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

120

121

122

120

(H)
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), expertly regummed, flawless and attractive example of this incredibly elusive
unused stamp, with intense color, much richer than normally encountered, Very Good to Fine; 1972 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

121

m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), neat black cancellation, premium appearance, particularly strong color and nice
eye appeal; neatly reperforated at right and bottom margins to center-up the stamp, plus a small thin and light
creases, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

122

m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), extremely light black cancellation, particularly choice appearing stamp, nice big
margins and unusually rich color; trace of tiny tear at left only shows when dipped in fluid, otherwise Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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123

H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), disturbed o.g., pretty example with luscious color, scarce thus; reperforated at
left, generally Fine to Very Fine, only 3,195 examples sold; 1973 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

124

(H)
10¢ green, Re-issue (106), expertly regummed, fabulous fresh example of this rarely offered stamp, a
flawless sound stamp that is exceedingly undervalued, Fine to Very Fine, only 451 were sold; 1970 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,650 for no gum.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

125

H
24¢ deep violet, Re-issue (109), disturbed o.g. (glazed gum), particularly worthwhile example of this notoriously difficult 1875 Re-Issue, with robust color and sharp clear impression, a premium example, Fine to Very
Fine, only 346 examples sold; 1974 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Ex 126

127

128

126

P
1869 Pictorial issue complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), impressive well margined “set” of
10 different plate proofs on card, including the 15 cent value - #129P4, lovely group with vivid colors throughout;
small toned spots present on reverse of each proof, showing on the face of a couple like the 30 cent value - at top
and right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $300 - 400

127

HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, unbelievable fresh and choice example in pristine mint condition, 144 years old and still looking good, unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition, Very Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $250 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

128

m
3¢ ultramarine (114), light bright green cancellation, spectacular example with scarce colored cancel,
with huge margins and brilliant color, simply spectacular, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2000 and 2012 P.F. certificates. Scott $418.
Estimate $300 - 400

129

m
3¢ ultramarine (114), accumulation of 1250+ stamps, includes block of four, vertical strip of 5, strip of 4,
five strips of 3, ten pairs, 25+ blue cancels, two reds, one possible unused, and some great cancels including leaf,
negative star, “(PAID) ALL”, mixed condition, please set aside some time to inspect, this is a unique opportunity to
acquire a large lot of this popular stamp, Very Good to Very Fine. Scott $21,875+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

130

131

132

130

H
6¢ ultramarine (115), o.g., very lightly hinged, the freshest and choicest example one could ever imagine, with astounding rich color on bright white paper, scarce like this, Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded Fine-70, 1
of 3 at this grade, with only 14 others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $2,750. SMQ
$1,200 in grade of Fine-70.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

131

(H)
10¢ yellow (116), expertly regummed, nicely centered with captivating color, looks like original gum, and
may at one time have been o.g., but improper storage has affected the gum’s appearance, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

132

m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), neat black cancellation, impressive example with generous margins and
brilliant fresh colors, a flawless high quality stamp, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
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133

134

135

136

133

m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), blue cork cancel, incredibly sharp impression and radiant colors with virtually perfect margins; tiny insignificant corner crease, Extremely Fine, ex-Ishikawa, Saadi; 2004 graded P.S.E.
and 1996 PF certificates. Scott $310. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

134

m
24¢ green & violet (120), lightly struck black segmented cork cancellation, remarkably fresh and choice
stamp with nice big margins and gorgeous rich color, a select high quality 24 cent Pictorial, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

135

m
24¢ green & violet (120), neat black cancellation, fresh and choice example with dazzling rich color with
finely etched impression, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

136

m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat black segmented cork cancellation, fabulous well centered
stamp with ravishing color, the deepest and richest color we have ever seen on this issue, with extremely large margins, just a great stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85. Scott $450. SMQ
$950 in grade of VF-XF-85.
Estimate $600 - 800

137

138

139

140

137

(H)
90¢ carmine & black (122), expertly regummed, fresh and affordable example of this extremely elusive
unused 90 cent Pictorial, with bright color and nice eye appeal; crease, thin, and with toned spots that are hardly noticeable, otherwise Fine; 1994 A.P.S. certificate describes the gum on this stamp as “some disturbed O.G.”, but we
believe that the gum is not original - it has been regummed. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

138

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat black cancellation, one of the most visually pleasing examples imaginable, perfectly centered amid large balanced margins, with breathtaking rich color, just a great stamp that should
elicit spirited bidding; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

139

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), outstanding light black cancellation, awesome 90 cent Lincoln, a beautifully
centered well margined stamp with lively bright color, despite the light crease this stamp has an absolutely magnificent appearance that would please any collector; light vertical crease at left is this stamp’s only flaw, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

140

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), black cancellation, choice appearing example with dynamite rich color, a
very pleasing 90 cent Lincoln; light horizontal creases, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
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141

142

143

144

141

(H)
2¢ brown, Re-issue (124), unused without gum, extremely fresh and choice, with crisp clear impression,
Very Fine, only 4,755 sold; 1973 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

142

H
3¢ blue, Re-issue (125), traces of o.g., elusive 3 cent 1875 Pictorial Re-Issue, this rare stamp could use a
bubble bath to improve it’s overall appearance; toned paper, otherwise Fine, only 1,406 were sold; 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500 as no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750

143

(H)
6¢ blue, Re-issue (126), unused without gum, extremely desirable example of this tough little stamp, featuring brilliant fresh color and excellent centering, completely sound and ridiculously undervalued in Scott in unused condition, Very Fine, only 2,226 were sold; 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

144

H
12¢ green, Re-issue (128), disturbed o.g., quite a scarce stamp, with brilliant color, a very collectable
stamp; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, only 1,584 sold. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

145

146

147

148

145

(H)
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), regummed, fabulous well centered stamp with brilliant color, scarce
thus; reperforated at right, not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 2,091 sold;
clear 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

146

(H)
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), unused without gum, lively rich color, pleasing and affordable example of this rather elusive 1875 re-issue; small lightened stain spot on reverse does not show through to the front of
the stamp, otherwise Fine, only 2,091 examples were sold; 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

147

(H)
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, Re-issue (131), unused without gum, well centered with generous margins
and sensational colors, a very pretty stamp printed on clean white paper; light horizontal crease along top of stamp
only shows when stamp is immersed in fluid, otherwise Very Fine, only 1,535 sold; 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

148

(H)
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), unused without gum, impressive appearance, choice centering
with large margins, a very pretty stamp with tremendous facial appeal; repaired perfs along left side margin, tiny
crease at upper right corner, and a tiny thin spot near the right eye, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 2009 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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149

Ha
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, exceptionally fresh and choice example of
this extremely elusive multiple, finding a nice quality block is quite the achievement, Fine, only 5,000 were sold.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues

150

151

152

150

m
2¢ red brown, H. split grill variety (135 var.), neat black cancellation, sensational top quality example of
this terribly difficult split grill variety, being perfectly centered with mouth-watering rich color, a most impressive
GEM, Superb; 1999 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $95.
Estimate $300 - 400

151

m
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neat geometric cancel, nice margins, fresh attractive example, Fine to Very
Fine; 1996 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

152

m
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), attractive black segmented cork cancellation, scarce stamp, breathtaking
color and impression, dynamite appearance; minor edge tear at upper right side, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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153

1870, 1¢ ultramarine (145), horizontal pair and single, tied by St. Louis MO “EAGLE” cancels on small
amber piece, uncommon multiple with this cancel, Very Fine. Cole BI-1.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

154

155

154

Ha
3¢ green (147), block of 4, incredibly fresh multiple with finely detailed impression, flawless quality, Fine.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

155

Ha
7¢ vermilion (149), block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, incredibly fresh and choice multiple, with gleaming bright color, completely sound in all respects, one of the few remaining intact blocks, as all the rest have been
long ago broken up for singles to satisfy collector demand, Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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156

157

156

m
7¢ vermilion (149), neat face free black cancellation leaving the portrait completely visible, absolutely
stunning example of this tough little stamp, a perfectly centered GEM with exceptional margins and fiery bright
color, of all the 149’s we have sold over the years, none remotely approach the qualities that this stamp possesses,
deserving placement in the finest collection, Superb; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98, 1 of only 2 examples
achieving this impressive grade, with one other currently grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report.
Scott $100. SMQ $1,525 in grade of SUP-98.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

157

(H)
$625.

24¢ purple (153), unused without gum, radiant color, a choice premium quality stamp, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

158

159

158

HHa
1¢ ultramarine (156), corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, incredibly attractive large multiple
with breathtaking deep rich color; in immaculate Never Hinged condition - scarce thus, as this desirable Banknote
issue is rarely found in such a wonderful state of preservation, unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition, Very
Good. Scott $3,000 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

159

Ha
1¢ ultramarine (156), top margin block of 6 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, incredibly fresh color, a stately multiple with lots of eye appeal; numerous perf separations, Fine; 2008 Weiss
certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

160

m
1-3¢ Banknote color study (156//214), wonderful color study of the 1873 to 1888 one, two and three
cent Banknote issues, consisting of over 70 stamps selected for their remarkable array of differing shades; impressive study for the Banknote stamp specialist, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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161

162

163

164

161

H
2¢ brown (157), lovely top margin single with imprint “No. ” and letter, o.g., lightly hinged, large margins
and brilliant fresh color, eye catching example of this tough stamp; slight diagonal crease in selvage only not affecting the stamp, Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

162

m
3¢ green, slip/kiss print (158 var.), single, blurry print with additional light offset in reverse on reverse
side of stamp, cork cancel and partial strike of town cancel, Fine; 2007 APS cert which notes “.a slip/kiss print. light
reverse offset on back”.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

163

m
12¢ blackish violet (162), neat unobtrusive black cancellation, remarkable example of this terribly difficult stamp, with the deepest and richest color imaginable, this wide margined GEM is a true condition rarity when
found this nice, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 9 examples attaining this
grade, a and is currently the highest graded Scott #162, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $140. SMQ
$740 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $500 - 750

164

m
15¢ yellow orange, double paper (163b), neat black cancellation, extremely rare variety, with wonderful rich color, one of the first examples of this desirable paper variety we have had the pleasure to offer, listed but unpriced in Scott, Very Good; 1977 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

165

166

165

H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., lightly hinged, decent example of this high value Banknote issue, with remarkably rich color; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

166

H
6¢ pink (186), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful example with alluring rich color and generous margins all
around, a tough stamp to find with such wonderful attributes, Very Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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167

168

169

170

167

HH
15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, exemplary example with gleaming bright color, in immaculate
mint condition with full unblemished gum, a wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

168

H
30¢ full black (190), o.g., previously hinged, decent example with intense color, quite attractive, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

169

H
30¢ full black (190), o.g., heavy hinge remnants (glazed gum), gorgeous rich color, a fresh and appealing example, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

170

H
90¢ carmine (191), handsome impression and deep rich shade for soft paper issue, large part o.g.;
reperforated, which is not mentioned on certificate, Fine to Very Fine; 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

171

172

171

m
90¢ carmine (191), strip of 3, light black registry cancellations, wonderfully fresh multiple with a light postmark, very scarce when found in a multiple of this size; left stamp with perfs cut off at left side, right stamp with vertical crease ending in tear, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300

172

H
2¢ pale red brown, 1883 Special Printing (211B), right margin single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), choice wide margined stamp featuring sharp clear impression and terrific eye appeal, Very
Fine; 1985 and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
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173

174

173

HH
2¢ green (213), top plate number single, outstanding example showing interesting double row of perforations between stamp and selvage, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, the stamp with enormous
JUMBO margins with brilliant fresh color, a matchless GEM destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to
Superb. Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400

174

HH
4¢ carmine (215), handsome top sheet margin single with “No.” in selvage, o.g., never hinged, dazzling
bright shade, a very pretty stamp in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

175

Ha
4¢ carmine (215), rare bottom margin imprint and plate #544 block of 12, o.g.; several hinge reinforcements, perf separations in selvage, small faults, otherwise Fine, quite scarce. Scott $5,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
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176

HH
5¢ indigo (216), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example with gorgeous
rich color, Fine to Very Fine; 1997 P.S.E. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the right
stamp from the pair. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

177

(H)a
30¢ orange brown (217), block of 4, unused without gum, marvelous well centered multiple with gorgeous rich color, very attractive, Very Fine. Scott $1,700 for an o.g. block.
Estimate $400 - 600

178

(H)
90¢ purple (218), top plate number single, unused without gum, impressive example with deep rich color,
Very Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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179

HH
1¢ dull blue (219), bottom margin strip of 4 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh multiple, featuring gorgeous rich color, position 2 is an extraordinary GEM with huge margins, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $260 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

180

181

182

180

HH/Ha 2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), right margin block of 4 with part imprint, o.g., hinge remnant
(2 stamps never hinged), lively bright shade, handsome example of this terribly undervalued cap on left “2” variety;
bottom right stamp with a few nibbed or missing perforations, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,080 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

181

HH
8¢ lilac (225), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice mint example with wonderful depth of color,
as fresh and immaculate as the very first day it was issued, Extremely Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

182

HHa
30¢ black (228), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, unbelievably fresh mint multiple in immaculate Post Office
condition, although a bit off centered, this handsome block is extremely scarce when found in this pristine mint
state, Very Good to Fine; 2008 Weiss certificate. Scott $6,300 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1893 Columbian Issue

183

(H)
Columbians complete (230-245), regummed over tiny faults, extremely handsome set of these popular
stamps, nicely centered, all stamps with fantastic deep rich colors, a great way to fill an entire page in your album for
a modest investment, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott $5,523.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

184

m
Columbians complete (230-245), neatly struck black cancellations, worthwhile used set with fantastic
rich colors on all values, with many of the lower values being perfectly centered; couple with small hidden faults, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $5,115.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

185

H/(H)
1¢-50¢ Columbians (230-231, 233, 235-237, 240), imprint pairs, all with disturbed o.g. except the 50
cent value which is without gum, nice selection of imprint pairs; small faults including a few stains, album adherence, and badly disturbed gum, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,639.
Estimate $350 - 500

186

H/(H)
1¢-5¢ Columbians (230, 231-232, 234), plate number and imprint strips of 4, mostly without gum, nice
appearing group of 5 strips, includes 230 x 2, attractive selection; some stains and minor perf separations, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,075 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 187

Ex 188

187

H/(H)a 1¢-50¢ Columbians (230-237, 240), blocks of 4, mostly with o.g., handsome appearing group of blocks,
an impressive group of these desirable blocks with excellent colors; small faults, including gum toning, and a few
age spots, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,980.
Estimate $400 - 600

188

H/(H)a 1¢-8¢ Columbians (230-233, 235-236), all blocks of 4 except 2 cent which is a vertical block of 6, all with
disturbed gum except the 1 cent which is without gum, handsome collections of unused blocks, an attractive appearing group; age spots and a few minor flaws from careless preservation, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,058.
Estimate $200 - 300

189

HHa
2¢ Columbian, broken frame line variety (231 var.), top plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (natural
gum creases), impressive top with brilliant fresh color; a few perf separations, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,275 for
normal.
Estimate $400 - 600

190

Ha
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., handsome multiple with vivid color, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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191

HHa
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, exceedingly fresh multiple that is in pristine mint condition except for a minute trace of a tiny hinge remnant in the bottom selvage, all 10 stamps have full and unblemished gum, a very attractive multiple; small tear in left side selvage
away from the plate block of 8, slight perf separation in selvage between 2nd and 3rd vertical row, otherwise Fine;
2007 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,130.
Estimate $500 - 750

192

Ha
8¢ Columbian (236), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., hinge remnant, fabulous rich shade, selvage reduced
at bottom, Very Good. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $250 - 350

193

194

193

HH
15¢ Columbian (238), bottom margin letter “M” single, o.g., never hinged, an extraordinary example with
beautiful centering amid extra large margins, as fresh and choice as the first day it was printed, just a great stamp;
tiny perf tip crease, still Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

194

HH

15¢ Columbian (238), o.g., never hinged, lovely shade, bright white paper, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
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195

H
15¢ Columbian (238), bottom right plate number and imprint strip of 5, disturbed o.g., incredible color, an
extremely pleasing multiple, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,675.
Estimate $300 - 400

196

HH
30¢ Columbian (239), o.g., never hinged, unbelievable GEM QUALITY example in pristine condition,
with extra large margins all around, and ravishing rich color, one of the most impressive copies of this stamp one
could ever hope for, Extremely Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, from which this gorgeous stamp was
taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block. Scott $700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

197

198

197

(H)
50¢ Columbian (240), expertly regummed, magnificent rich shade, a choice centered 50¢ Columbian
with nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 2013 P.S.E. graded “XF 90” certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

198

H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., previously hinged, impressive well centered example with marvelous centering and gorgeous rich color, premium quality showpiece, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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199

200

201

199

H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice example with exquisite rich color
on bright white paper, a sterling top quality $1 Columbian, Very Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

200

H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and choice, a completely sound $1 Columbian
with intense color, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

201

(H)
$525.

202

Ha
$1 Columbian (241), block of 4, badly disturbed o.g., valuable high value Columbian block with rich color,
a very affordable multiple; stain at upper right, small thin spots, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

203

H/m
$1-$5 Columbians (241-245), regummed over faults, $2 with light cancel, nice group of high value
Columbians, all with pleasing appearance; small faults, nice looking stamps, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott
$4,175.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

$1 Columbian (241), unused without gum, brilliant fresh color, a select sound stamp, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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204

205

206

204

H
$2 Columbian (242), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh stamp, a flawless example that won’t cost you an
arm and a leg, Fine; 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

205

H
$2 Columbian (242), disturbed o.g., beautiful rich color, a fairly decent example of this popular stamp;
small thin spots and slight gum soak staining along top and top right edges, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

206

m
$2 Columbian (242), nice neat black “New York” registry cancellation, fresh and appealing example in
flawless condition, with vivid color and impression, Very Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

207

208

209

207

m
$2 Columbian (242), neatly struck black cancellation, fabulous color and impression, pretty; tiny shallow
thin spot only shows when the stamp is dipped in fluid, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

208

H
$3 Columbian (243), o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example in pristine condition,
with a crisp clear impression, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

209

H
$3 Columbian (243), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely scarce, well centered
with intense color; trivial inclusion spot present on reverse does not affect this stamp’s outstanding appearance, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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210

211

212

210

(H)
$3 Columbian (243), expertly regummed, completely sound and choice example that could pass as original gum, with dazzling color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

211

(H)
$3 Columbian (243), regummed over faults, handsome example with bodacious rich color, a very pleasing “economy model” $3 Columbian; reperforated at right, pulled perf along bottom left side, and a vertical crease,
otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

212

m
$3 Columbian (243), neat black cancellation, extremely rich color, a flawless example with excellent eye
appeal, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

213

214

215

213

m
$3 Columbian (243), black cancellations, rich shade, nice appearance; small hinge thin, otherwise Fine
to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

214

H
$4 Columbian (244), o.g., small hinge remnant (natural gum skip), desirable example with bold prooflike
color and razor sharp impression, gum skip at bottom caused by natural short gumming of the sheet during production process, Fine; 2000 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

215

(H)
$4 Columbian (244), unused without gum, marvelous color and impression, sensational appearance;
thin spot at top right, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

216

m
$4 Columbian (244), neatly struck black cancellation, delightful example of this tough stamp, a flawless
sound stamp with resplendent color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
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217

m
$4 Columbian (244), neatly struck black cancellation at lower left portion of the stamp, fabulous rich
color, a flawless example with excellent appeal, Very Good to Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

218

H
$5 Columbian (245), corner margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and pleasing position
piece, scarce thus, as corner margin singles of the $5 Columbian are few and far between, pencil in bottom selvage
“Herbert Bloch” expert signature, Very Good; photocopy of 2002 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the lower right stamp from the block. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

219

220

221

219

H
$5 Columbian (245), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome example featuring ravishing rich color, pretty
stamp; thin spots, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

220

(H)
$5 Columbian (245), expertly regummed, extremely handsome appearing stamp, with warm rich color
and excellent centering; reperforated at top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

221

m
$5 Columbian (245), tiny manuscript “cancellation” barely shows at bottom left, extremely handsome example with the deepest and richest color imaginable, quite attractive; tiny thin spot, otherwise Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $1,300.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1894-1898 Bureau Issues

222

Ha
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249 var.), left margin block of 12, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, absolutely fabulous misperfed multiple with horizontal perforations doubled at top and along the middle; rarely offered large multiple in the true carmine lake shade - scarce thus, Fine. Scott $1,950.
Estimate $600 - 800

223

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice well centered example, with
fabulous color, scarce when found this nice, Very Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

224

H
3¢ purple (253), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., previously hinged, impressive wide top with
bright vivid color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
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UNIQUE Bureau Issue Bottom Imprint & Plate Block

225

46

Ha
6¢ dull brown, imperf horizontally (256a), bottom plate block of 6, full o.g., rich color and impression;
top right stamp small faults, perforations reinforced, otherwise Fine, rare; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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226

227

228

226

HH
50¢ orange (260), o.g., never hinged, sharp proof-like impression; light gum creases bottom left, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350

227

HH
50¢ orange (260), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, wonderful example of this rarely offered strip, with all 3 stamps in immaculate Never Hinged condition, with just
a couple small hinges along the very top of the selvage; Scott catalog value for 3 never hinged examples is $4,500
vs only $2,400 for a “hinged” plate strip; slight oxidation at left, Very Good to Fine; 2008 Weiss certificate. Scott
$2,400 as strip of 3.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

228

H
$1 black, type II (261A), o.g., previously hinged, large margined example with breathtaking rich color, a
very desirable stamp with extraordinary appearance; trace of tiny crease at top left shows in fluid and is of little significance, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

229

230

231

229

(H)
$2 bright blue (262), expertly regummed, nicely centered with awesome color and detailed impression,
quite elusive in this premium quality, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 for no gum.
Estimate $600 - 800

230

(H)
$2 bright blue (262), regummed over small faults, nicely centered with unusually rich color for this issue;
reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

231

H
$5 dark green (263), small part o.g., wonderfully fresh example of this extremely rare $5 Marshall - the
rarest regularly issued U.S. stamp, with bold rich color and sharp detailed impression; minute thin specks show only
when the stamp is dipped in fluid, otherwise Fine; clear 1981 P.F. certificate making no mention of the thin specks.
Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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232

H
1¢ blue and 1897, 1¢ deep green (264, 279), 32 plate number strips of 3 with imprints, various positions,
useful specialty group, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants with many never hinged; few small faults, generally Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,568 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

233

234

233

m
8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a), perfectly struck black target cancellation, attractive example of this scarce watermarked USIR variety, with spectacular deep rich color; small thin spot at top, otherwise Very
Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

234

m
15¢ dark blue (274), attractive light black cancellation, tremendous example of this surprisingly difficult
stamp, beautifully centered with great color, the cream of the crop when it comes to outstanding #274’s, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 9 examples attaining this grade, with only 6 others
grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $18. SMQ $350 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $250 - 350

235

236

237

235

H
$1 black, type I (276), disturbed o.g. (glazed gum), deep rich color, real pretty on the front, a bit messy on
the back, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

236

H
$1 black, type II (276A), o.g., lightly hinged, a flawless and fresh example of this difficult type II stamp,
quite undervalued - as this stamp is the most difficult value in the set to find in sound condition, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

237

H
$2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinge remnants, pristine fresh example with the most intense color imaginable
without being the dark blue shade, a very pretty stamp, Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
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238

S
2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint, double impression of overprint at bottom (279BjSEb),
booklet pane of 6, light second overprint across bottom pair, unpriced in Scott, o.g., hinged, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

239

240

241

239

H
$5 dark green (278), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh, well centered example with fabulous color
and clear impression, a beautiful $5 Marshall; couple perf tip gum soaks, Very Fine; 2013 PF certificate. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

240

H
$5 dark green (278), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely handsome well centered stamp, gorgeous rich
shade, and generous margins all around; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

241

H
$5 dark green (278), small part o.g., beautiful centered $5 Marshall, with impressive rich color; couple
trivial thin spots only show in fluid, minor perf staining at top center, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $400 - 600

242

H
2¢ red, type IV, booklet covers (279Bj), 15 front covers and 14 back covers, includes one front cover
without numeral, three front covers with 25¢, four front covers with 49¢, three front covers with 97¢, two front covers
with manuscript “Complements.”, four front covers with manuscript “One of the first.”, eight back covers with
“Charles Emory Smith” and six back covers with “Henry C. Payne”, some faults, but still a wonderful lot, Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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243

H
2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), 4 booklet panes of 6 plus interleaving, part o.g. or disturbed o.g. or both, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

244

245

246

244

H
2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj var.), booklet pane of 6, position M, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

245

H
2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

246

H
2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark reversed (279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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247

H
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, disturbed o.g., extremely
fresh and choice, a nicely centered multiple; minor perf strengthening of a few separated perfs, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

248

H
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), disturbed o.g., handsome set of these beautiful stamps, the $2 is a
scarce bottom margin plate number single, the high values are becoming more and more difficult to obtain; small
faults, mostly gum problems from improperly being stored in a less than optimal environment, Very Good to Fine.
Scott $4,235.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

249

m
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), neat black cancellations, extremely handsome set, all with excellent
colors, nice centering, particularly on the lower values; a few minor faults, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,157.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 250

Ex 251

250

H/(H)
1¢-$1 Trans-Miss. (285-292), o.g. or regummed, lovely group of 8 different missing only the $2 Trans for
completeness, all nice appearing stamps with wonderfully rich colors; small faults, but nice appearing, otherwise
Fine. Scott $1,735.
Estimate $500 - 750

251

H
1¢-10¢ Trans-Miss. (285-290), plate number singles, disturbed o.g., impressive group of 6 different values, each with wide selvage and choice colors; minor faults here and there on a couple of values, otherwise Fine.
Scott $560.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 252

Ex 253

252

H
1¢-10¢ Trans-Miss. (285-290), plate number and imprint pairs, disturbed o.g., marvelous group of 6 different values, all with gorgeous colors, a wonderful representation of this popular series, Very Good to Fine. Scott
$1,445.
Estimate $300 - 400

253

H
1¢-10¢ Trans-Miss. (285-290), plate number and imprint pairs, disturbed o.g., lovely selection of these
popular plate number and imprint pairs to the 10 cent value, messy gum from being improperly stored; couple tiny
flaws not readily obvious, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,445.
Estimate $250 - 350
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254

HHa
4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint condition, Very Good to Fine; 2008
Weiss certificate. Scott $1,320 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

255

Ha
5¢, 10¢ Trans-Miss. (288, 290), top plate blocks of 4, disturbed o.g., two valuable plate blocks, nicely
centered with decent color on both, despite the faults the appearance is wonderful; thins, stains, and some separated perforations, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

256

H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), bottom plate number and imprint pair, disturbed o.g., impressive example of this
extremely elusive multiple, with ravishing rich color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,775.
Estimate $400 - 600
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257

258

257

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnant, remarkably fresh and choice example with extra large margins, a premium quality stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

258

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnant, small gum disturbance, choice example, extremely fresh,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

259

260

259

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnant, well centered with beautiful rich color, quite attractive; couple
trivial light creases of little consequence, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

260

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnants, gorgeous fresh stamp with vibrant color, a very pleasing example of this popular stamp; natural straight edge at left, and a minute thin speck only showing in fluid, otherwise
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

261
261

(H)
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), regummed over tiny faults, bold prooflike color, an attractive example of this popular stamp; tiny thin spot, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

262

m

54

$1 Trans-Miss. (292), black cancellation, flawless and fresh stamp with intense color, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
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263

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), top plate number and imprint pair, disturbed o.g., most impressive multiple featuring magnificent rich color and razor sharp impression; slight staining at center in top selvage and a couple reinforced perfs, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

264

265

264

H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), disturbed o.g., flawless sound condition, with radiant rich color, pleasing example,
Very Good. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

265

H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), o.g., hinge remnants (minor gum crease), radiant color, a decent example of this
desirable stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

266

267

266

(H)
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), expertly regummed over hinge mark, bold rich color and ample margins, well centered copy of this popular stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

267

H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), disturbed o.g., decent example of this stamp, with excellent color and a particularly
strong impression; single short perf at bottom, Very Good. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1901 Pan-American Issue

268

HH/H Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged), desirable well centered set with robust colors, #’s 297 and 299 are choice Never Hinged examples in pristine condition, Very Fine.
Scott $711.
Estimate $400 - 600

Inverted Center

269

56

H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), o.g., previously hinged, extremely appealing example of this
popular inverted center, a particularly choice example featuring brilliant fresh color and sharp clear impression, a
beautiful stamp for the price; trivial hinge thins of little consequence, otherwise Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$12,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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270

HHa
1¢ Pan-American (294), top right plate block of 25, o.g., never hinged, marvelous large multiple with gorgeous rich color, includes a GEM quality plate block at top plus several extremely high quality singles, a great piece,
Very Fine. Scott $1,330.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

271

Ha
4¢ Pan-American (296), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., hinge remnants, extremely handsome and
desirable multiple with breathtaking rich color, freak perfs at very edge of bottom left corner in the selvage caused
by preprinting foldover of the bottom left selvage; a lovely plate with wide selvage, Very Good to Fine. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

272

HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, delightful example of this scarce plate
block in immaculate mint condition, with short top selvage, Fine. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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273

274

275

273

H
1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6, right top with diagonal plate scratch, o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

274

H
1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

275

H
1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position C, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants,
Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

276

277

276

H
1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., small hinge remnants; bottom left stamp with
light diagonal bend, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

277

H

58

1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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278

279

278

Ha
$275.

279

m
2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position A, without tab, roller type cancel; small faults including
rounded corner at bottom right, still scarce, Fine appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600

2¢ carmine (301), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., attractive wide top, with brilliant color, Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

280

281

282

280

H

281

H
2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position C, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

282

H
2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants; some
perf separation, top right stamp with small thin, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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283

284

283

HH/Ha 4¢ brown (303), block of 20, o.g., all never hinged except top 5 stamps, eye catching large multiple with
pleasing rich color, a real showpiece as multiples of this size are rarely offered, Very Good to Fine. Scott $2,375.
Estimate $400 - 600

284

Ha
4¢ brown (303), bottom plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., beautiful deep shade, handsome example of this
tough number, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

285

286

287

285

m
5¢ blue (304), bold black cancellation, fantastic centering and breathtaking deep rich color, an incredible
representation of this issue, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 10 examples attaining this grade, with 11 others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $2. SMQ $220
in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $150 - 200

286

HH/Ha 6¢ claret (305), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (3 stamps never hinged), desirable block with outstanding
color, the bottom right stamp is a very choice, well centered stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $510 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

287

H
15¢ olive green (309), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), magnificent top quality example in immaculate condition, incredibly well centered with beautifully balanced margins, a gorgeous showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb, Ex-Killien; 2013 PF certificate as previously hinged and 1994 P.F. certificate as never
hinged; you decide. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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288

H
15¢ olive green (309), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), fantastic rich shade, premium quality wide top, quite elusive, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500

289

290

289

H
50¢ orange (310), o.g., lightly hinged, splendid top quality 50 cent Jefferson, with terrific centering,
gleaming bright olor, and fabulous eye appeal, a great stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

290

H

50¢ orange (310), o.g., bright, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

291

292

291

H
$1 black (311), o.g., previously hinged, impressive well margined stamp with vibrant color, rarely found
with margins like this, Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750

292

H

$1 black (311), o.g., lightly hinged, wide margins and intense color, a pretty stamp, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500
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293

294

295

293

H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., previously hinged, well margined and fresh stamp with exemplary deep color,
impressive appearing $2 Madison; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

294

H
$5 dark green (313), disturbed o.g., sensational color and impression, with decent appearance; minor
shallow hinge thin spot, Very Good. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

295

H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., previously hinged, well margined stamp with resplendent color, a quality example, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

296

(H)
1¢ blue green coil (318), stuck down, lovely example of this extremely rare coil single, adhered to a small
piece of manila stock card, Fine; with photocopy of 1961 P.F. certificate for strip of three, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the right stamp from the strip. Scott $4,500 for o.g. single.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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297

H
2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 30 panes hinged to two pages in the form of plate reconstruction for a 180 subject plate; includes 15 position A, one each position B, C, and D; 8 position E, and one each position F, G, H and I;
some small flaws to be expected, Very Good to Fine, seldom offered reconstruction. Scott $3,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

298

H
2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II (319g, 319q), booklet panes of 6, one miscut pane of 319g, three
panes of 319q (one with small piece out at bottom right), three blocks of four with plate no. selvedge (3924, 3926,
4584) and 7 plate no. singles (4358, 4367, 4368, 4443, 4451, 4457, 4464), o.g., hinged or hinge remnants; few
small flaws, Very Good to Fine. Scott $1,025 for panes (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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299

HH/H 2¢ carmine, 2¢ carmine rose, and 2¢ scarlet, type I (319g, 319n, 319p), grouping of 15 panes, includes
all positions (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. and I) plus 4 shades of carmine, one of carmine rose and one of scarlet, o.g.,
most all with hinge remnants except positions D, H and carmine rose pane never hinged; few small flaws, otherwise
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

300

301

302

300

H
2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

301

H
2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two stamps with hinge remnants, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

302

HH

64

2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
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303

304

305

303

H

304

H
2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., hinge remnants on two stamps, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

305

H
$300.

306

(H)
2¢ carmine coil (322), stuck down, handsome and rarely offered genuine pate up coil single with
paste-up along right side of stamp, adhering to small piece of manila stock card, a wonderful opportunity to acquire
a decent example of this rarity at a decent price, Fine to Very Fine; 1957 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $7,000 for o.g.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 307

308

307

H
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), plate number singles, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous rich
colors, attractive examples, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

308

HH
3 & 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (325, 327), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and
choice examples with rich colors, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $515.
Estimate $200 - 300

309

Ha
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), top plate block of 8, o.g., hinge remnants, extremely fresh example with
the most immense top selvage you’ll ever see, Very Good to Fine. Scott $1,090.
Estimate $350 - 500
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310

311

312

310

m
1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, contemporaneous purple “Dunkirk, NY”cancellations, the most remarkable genuinely used booklet pane imaginable, with full intact selvage at top, along with this rare used booklet
pane is the original piece from which it came, an incredible opportunity to acquire an outstanding used example of
this booklet pane where the cancel will never be questioned, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

311

HH

2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

312

HH

2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

313

314

313

(H)
2¢ carmine, Laid paper variety (332 var.), unused without gum, gorgeous deep shade, a decent example of this rarely offered laid paper variety; two thin spots, and nibbed corner perforation at top left, otherwise Fine;
2007 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

314

m
2¢ carmine (332), neat wavy black cancellation, among the finest known examples of this stamp, perfectly centered amid massive boardwalk margins, with glowing deep color, a monumental showpiece that would
enhance any great collection, Superb; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98J, 1 of 15 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 2 others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. SMQ $175 for normal
Sup-98.
Estimate $150 - 200
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315

HH
3¢ deep violet (333), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, premium quality multiple, with lively bright color, Very Fine. Scott $225 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

316

317

319

316

m
5¢ blue, grayish paper variety (335 var.), neat black cancellation, a scarce paper variety of the 1908
Washington Franklin issue, the grayish paper “Dirty” manufacture variety, a very interesting stamp worthy of further
study, Fine; 2002 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

317

m
10¢ yellow, rarely offered “Dirty” paper variety (338 var.), neat black town cancellation, extremely elusive example of the so called “Dirty Paper” variety, with bold rich color, much deeper than normally encountered, a
fascinating paper variety deserving further study and research; creased, thin, and nibbed corner perf at top right,
Very Good to Fine; 2007 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

318

ma
10¢ yellow (338, 381), blocks of 4, 6 with a few pairs and singles, including 8 blocks of 4 of #338 and 17
blocks of 4 of #381 plus a block of 6, two pairs and two singles, and outstanding accumulation of used multiples for
these issues, great for the specialist, nice variety of cancels including many small towns; mixed condition, generally
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

319

Ha
13¢ blue green (339), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., radiant rich color, quite elusive multiple, Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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320

321

320

HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous GEM QUALITY example with enormous
JUMBO margins, and resplendent color, this extraordinary stamp is one of the finest imaginable copies of this issue, as it almost never comes with spectacular boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

321

Ha
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., bright shade, lovely example of this desirable number, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

322

323

324

322

HH
50¢ violet (341), o.g., never hinged, unbelievably fresh and choice example of this terribly difficult stamp,
featuring and incredible depth of color, a marvelous never hinged example of this stamp, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1999 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

323

HH
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this tremendously difficult mint stamp,
rarely found in pristine never hinged condition, with beautiful rich color, Fine to Very Fine; 2000 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

324

H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully fresh example with bold detailed impression,
Fine to Very Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Extraordinary Condition Rarity Key Value Plate Block

325

70

Ha
$1 violet brown (342), wide full margin top plate block of 6, o.g., trace of hinge along the perforations between the top right and bottom right stamps, the balance are never hinged, delightful and pleasing example of this
key and top value of the very first Washington Franklin series, impeccably rich color exceedingly sharp impression
exudes warmth and charm, Very Fine and very rare, likely one of - if not the finest in existance and a befitting addition to the most discriminating collection; 2013 PF Certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
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326

HH
1¢ green (imperf) + 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, U.S.A.V. pocket type 2-1 (343+371), o.g., never hinged, very
scarce and desirable, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

327

328

327

m
2¢ carmine coil (353), neat wavy black cancellation, awesome example of this notoriously difficult flat
plate coil, beautifully centered with fabulous rich color, extremely undervalued especially in this outstanding quality,
Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of 2 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 5
others currently grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $220. SMQ $475 in grade of XF-90.
Estimate $400 - 600

328

m
4¢ orange brown coil (354), pair (3mm spacing), lightly struck “Glastonbury, Conn” cancellation, desirable example of this extremely elusive genuinely used flat plate coil pair, certificate mentions creasing along vertical
perforations between stamps, but this is inconsequential, as the pair still has strong intact perfs and isn’t floppy at
all; lightly creased along center perforations, otherwise Fine; 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $350 - 500

329

H
10¢ yellow coil (356), o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum creases), well centered with iridescent color, a
premium quality example of this undervalued stamp, Very Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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330

72

H
4¢ orange brown, bluish paper (360), o.g., lightly hinged, among the nicest obtainable examples of this
extremely rare stamp, with fabulous color and detailed impression, a premium quality stamp that would enhance
any great collection, Very Fine, approximately 80 are known to exist; 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $27,500.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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331

H
8¢ olive green, bluish paper (363), top margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous 8 cent bluish paper with unbelievable color and impression, an impressive rarity especially with the wide selvage, Fine, a great rarity as approximately 80 examples are known to exist, according to Johl the Post Office department made available
approximately 80 each of the 4 cent and 8 cent bluish papers which were traded for rarities that were at the time
missing from Post Office Dept. archives; 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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332

333

334

335

332

H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely example with bold prooflike color, a lovely
example of this tough stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

333

H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), disturbed o.g. (glazed gum), nicely centered example of this incredibly scarce stamp, with gorgeous deep rich color; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 1973 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

334

H
5¢ blue, bluish paper (361), o.g., very lightly hinged, a fresh and pleasing example with radiant color,
completely sound in all respects, Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

335

H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), top margin single, o.g., hinge remnants, excellent example of this
terribly elusive stamp, with sensational rich color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

336

337

338

336

H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., hinge remnant, extremely attractive example of this difficult value,
with magnificent color; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

337

H
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., previously hinged, lovely bold color, a handsome and very collectible example of this elusive stamp; reperforated at left and bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

338

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., very lightly hinged, marvelous example with generous
margins and extremely vivid color, a great stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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339

340

341

342

339

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., very lightly hinged, impressive example of this tough
stamp, choice centering with large margins and mouth-watering color, Fine to Very Fine; 2005 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

340

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), disturbed o.g., decent example with warm rich color, a very
attractive bluish paper; reperforated at top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

341

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., lightly hinged, decent example of this popular Bluish paper, with warm rich color; tiny thin spots, light red offset on gum, and reperforated at left, otherwise Fine to Very Fine;
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

342

HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this tough Bluish Paper, extremely rich color and marvelous centering, Extremely Fine. Scott $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

343

HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, handsome example, bold rich color, a
beautiful example of this, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark
344

H
2¢ carmine (375), 54 singles with various plate numbers and positions. Nice group, difficult to duplicate,
o.g., 26 stamps hinge remnants, 28 stamps never hinged; few small faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $589
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

345

3446

345

H
2¢ lake (375b), disturbed o.g., decent example of this often misidentified color variety, in the true “lake”
shade, with breathtaking rich color, missing from most collections; light crease and a trivial thin spot, otherwise
Fine; 1997 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

346

m
2¢ lake (375b), neat wavy black cancellation, incredibly scarce and undervalued example of the scarce
used lake shade, with nice big margins and beautiful deep saturated color, unlisted in Scott in used condition, but
much scarcer than it’s unused counterpart that catalogs for $800.00; small crease at top left and slightly toned at
top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $800 for unused.
Estimate $500 - 750

347

Ha
$350.

76

5¢ blue (378), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., nicely centered with vibrant color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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348

349

350

348

HH
6¢ red orange (379), o.g., never hinged, very impressive example with extremely wide margins and scintillating rich color, a beauty, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95. Scott $80. SMQ
$350 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $250 - 350

349

H
2¢ carmine coil (388), pair (3mm spacing), disturbed o.g., marvelous example of this incredibly scarce
coil pair, with sensational rich color, the right stamp with an interesting plate smear running along right side of the
stamp; two light stains, otherwise Fine to Very Fine; 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

350

m
2¢ carmine coil (388), neat wavy black machine cancellation, decent example of this incredibly scarce
and woefully undervalued flat plate coil single, large margins and beautiful rich color, rare when found both completely sound and 100% genuine, Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

351

m
3¢ deep violet, the “Orangeburg” coil (389), neat wavy black cancellation, handsome example of the
rarely offered Orangeburg coil single, this being particularly scarce as it was a paste-up single, with the paste-up
running along the left side of the stamp, 1 of 4 paste up singles that are known to exist; small faults as typically found,
as these stamps were used by the Bell Pharmaceutical company to ship samples to doctors, the samples caused
damage to nearly all the surviving examples of this incredibly scarce stamp; thinned and 3mm tear at top, otherwise
Fine; 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

352

m
3¢ deep violet coil (394), guide line strip of 4, neat black cancellations, remarkable well centered multiple with brilliant color, a flawless and choice multiple rarely found in such exquisite condition, Very Fine; 2006 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $785.
Estimate $600 - 800
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353

354

353

HH
5¢ blue coil (396), o.g., never hinged, outstanding large margined example, with breathtaking rich color,
simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $135.
Estimate $300 - 400

354

HH
5¢ blue coil (396), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, exemplary top quality coil pair with absolutely gorgeous rich color, absolutely wonderful quality, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

355

356

355

HH
5¢ blue coil (396), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example with alluring rich color, in
pristine mint condition, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

356

m
5¢ blue coil (396), line pair, light black cancellation, fresh and appealing example with beautiful rich
color; right stamp with small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

357

m
5¢ blue coil (396), strip of 4, neat black “Cleveland, Ohio” duplex cancellations, magnificent multiple featuring beautiful centering and bold rich color, in flawless condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2002 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $380 as 2 pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400
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358

HHa
1913, 1¢ Panama-Pacific (397), bottom right complete sheet of 70, o.g., never hinged (minor gum
bends), delightful pane with ravishing rich color, very impressive showpiece, Fine. Scott $2,420.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

359

360

359

H
10¢ orange yellow Panama-Pacific (400), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vivid color with large even margins,
very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300

360

H
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), bottom plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, outstanding
example with enormous JUMBO margins and blazing rich color, a spectacular showpiece, Extremely Fine; 1986
P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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361

362

361

HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), block of 28, o.g., never hinged, natural straight edge at left, trivial natural gum skip on position 3; a gorgeous multiple that would yield several excellent singles in broken up; a tremendous showpiece that will surely elicit serious dealer bids, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,680 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

362

Ha
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., gorgeous rich color, handsome example of this, Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

363

364

365

363

H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), bottom left single with siderographer’s initials, o.g., lightly hinged,
large margins, fresh, bright color, great position piece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

364

H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), right plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), impressive, a wonderfully well centered stamp with wide margins and brilliant fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

365

H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), bottom plate number single, disturbed o.g., desirable example of
this popular stamp, Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
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366

m
2¢ carmine, full double impression (406b), light machine cancel; natural straight edge and split arrow
at left, Fine, only one used example certified by P.F. and that one is on cover; 1989 P.F. certificate which calls this “a
slip or kiss impression”, 2004 APS cert which says “double impression”.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Unpriced used by Scott, unused valued at $1,250.

367

Ex 368

369

367

HH
2¢ carmine coil (413), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, well centered with an incredible depth of color,
an extremely appealing example of this notoriously difficult coil that is extremely undervalued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2002 A.P.S. certificate along with a 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85, 1 of only 7 line pairs
at this grade, with only 14 others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $575. SMQ $740 in
grade of VF-XF-85.
Estimate $600 - 800

368

HH/H 8¢-20¢, 5 different values (414, 416-419), plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged (8¢ and 12¢ never
hinged), attractive group of 5 different plate number singles, extremely fresh and choice, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$518.
Estimate $200 - 300

369

H
10¢ orange yellow (416), o.g., previously hinged, breathtaking example of this tough little stamp, perfectly centered amid enormous JUMBO margins, with dynamite rich color and razor sharp impression, a true World
Class GEM deserving placement in the finest collection, Superb; 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98J, 1 of only
4 examples to achieve this incredible grade, and is the HIGHEST GRADED #416, according to P.S.E.’s population
report. Scott $43. SMQ $225 for normal Sup-98.
Estimate $200 - 300
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370

371

372

370

H
50¢ violet (421), o.g., very lightly hinged, nice wide margins, and vivid color, a lovely example of this
tough stamp, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

371

HH
50¢ violet (421), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, wonderfully
fresh and choice mint example of this tough little stamp, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

372

H
$475.

373

m
2¢ rose red, perf 12x10 (423B), lightly struck black cancellation, sensational example of this incredibly
rare compound perf, with exemplary rich color, a flawless example, completely sound and choice, among the finest
of the 31 examples that are known to exist, a once in a lifetime opportunity to acquire a tremendous example of
#423B, deserving placement in the finest collection, Fine to Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

82

$1 violet brown (423), o.g., previously hinged, vivid and fresh with big margins, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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374

375

374

HHa
1¢ green (424), right margin plate block of 10 with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, o.g., never hinged, choice
multiple with an incredible depth of color, a very pleasing example with a particularly wide selvage, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

375

HHa
2¢ rose red (425), right margin plate block of 10 with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh with bold color, quite attractive, Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

376

H
4¢-30¢, 11 different (427-431, 433-435, 437-439), plate number singles, o.g., previously hinged, choice
group, all with extremely intense colors, Fine. Scott $863 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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377

378

379

377

Ha
5¢ blue (428), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh color, a very pleasing example, Fine.
Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

378

HH
8¢ pale olive green (431), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal example of this difficult stamp, with stupefying rich color printed on lily white paper, plus large balanced margins, among the finest existing, Extremely Fine to
Superb. Scott $83.
Estimate $300 - 400

379

HH
15¢ gray (437), o.g., never hinged, sensational high quality example of unparalleled beauty, with ravishing rich color and oversized margins, a worthwhile showpiece deserving of a serious bid, Extremely Fine. Scott
$280.
Estimate $400 - 600

380

381

380

H
50¢ violet (440), o.g., lightly hinged, terrific example, featuring an incredible depth of color, Very Fine.
Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

381

m
2¢ carmine coil (442), neat wavy black cancellation, what is without question the finest used example of
this incredibly difficult stamp, a magnificent well centered example with immense JUMBO margins and ravishing
rich color, although this stamp has a modest catalog value of only $45.00, finding one with the attributes that this
stamp offers makes this a true condition rarity deserving placement in the finest collection of GEM quality stamps,
Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98J, the sole example of this incredibly difficult stamp to achieve this
impressive grade, and currently is the HIGHEST GRADED Scott #442 used coil single, according to P.S.E.’s
population report. Scott $45. SMQ $575 for normal Sup-98.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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382

383

382

m
2¢ carmine coil (444), neat wavy black machine cancellation, exemplary top quality coil single with ravishing rich color and sharp impression, a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95, 1 of 18 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 9 others grading higher, according to
P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $35. SMQ $225 in grade of XF-Sup-95.
Estimate $200 - 300

383

H
3¢ violet coil (445), coil pair, o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent rich shade and crystal clear impression,
nice quality, Fine to Very Fine; 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

384

385

384

H
3¢ violet coil (445), paste-up pair, o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this interesting paste-up pair,
with dynamite color, Fine to Very Fine; 2001 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

385

m
3¢ violet coil (445), horizontal pair, neatly struck “"Springfield, Mass" ”cancellation, elusive genuinely
used pair, with brilliant color, quite undervalued; tiny margin tear at bottom of left stamp, Fine; 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

386

387

386

m
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), neat black wavy line machine cancellation, desirable example, centered
much nicer than normally found, with gorgeous rich color, Very Fine; 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

387

m
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), light wavy black machine cancellation, vivid and bright example with exceptionally large margins, completely sound and choice, Very Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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388

389

390

388

m
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), light wavy black cancellation, desirable sound example with radiant rich
color, flawless sound stamp, Fine; 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

389

HH
2¢ carmine, type III, rotary coil (450), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely rich shade, an immaculate
Post Office fresh multiple, Very Good to Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

390

HH
2¢ carmine rose, type I, rotary coil (453), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, marvelous multiple with
bodacious rich color, a particularly choice example that is considerably undervalued, especially in this quality, Very
Fine; 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, 1 of 5 pairs achieving this grade, with only 8 other pairs currently grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $625. SMQ $570 in grade of VF-80.
Estimate $400 - 600

391

HH
2¢ carmine rose, type I, rotary coil (453), strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, impressive mint strip, with the
deepest and richest color you’ll ever see on this issue, simply marvelous, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,550 as 2 pairs
+ 1 single.
Estimate $400 - 600
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392

HH
2¢ red, type II, rotary coil (454), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skip at very bottom
edge), incredible color and centering, one of the most impressive pairs we’ve offered, Extremely Fine; 2005 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-90, 1 of 19 pairs at this impressive grade, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $360.
SMQ $575 in grade of XF-90.
Estimate $300 - 400

393

394

393

H
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), pair, o.g., hinge remnant, extremely intense color, handsome example of this
tough rotary press coil, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

394

m
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), coil pair, lightly struck black “Washington, DC” cancellation, choice multiple
with lively rich color, much scarce used than mint, Fine to Very Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

395

m
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), strip of 4, neatly struck black “Washington, DC, Jun 17, 1916” duplex cancellations, impeccably fresh and choice multiple, nicely centered and completely sound in all respects, scarce thus,
Very Fine; 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,300 as two pairs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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396

m
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), joint line pair, attractive well placed black “Washington, DC” cancellation, extraordinary example of this seldom offered genuinely used line pair, featuring brilliant fresh color and sharp clear impression, a wonderful opportunity to acquire an extraordinary example of this tough coil, Fine to Very Fine; 2006
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

397

398

399

397

HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice, a lovely example, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

398

HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich shade, an immaculate
top quality showpiece without a single skip or bend, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

399

H
$1 violet black (460), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example featuring gorgeous rich color and finely etched
impression; reperforated at left, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

400

401

400

HH
2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example of this difficult stamp, quite elusive in this quality, Very Fine; 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, 1 of 9 examples at this grade, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $325. SMQ $265 in grade of VF-80.
Estimate $200 - 300

401

m
2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11 (461), contemporaneous lightly struck black
“REG(ISTERED)” cancellation, remarkable example of this impossible used stamp, rarely found with a genuine
cancellation, one of the scarcest and most undervalued used stamps in all Philately, a rare opportunity, Fine to Very
Fine; 1995 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400
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402

HHa
5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh carmine color
error in combination block, fabulous color and full unblemished gum, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

403

404

403

H
50¢ light violet (477), o.g., very lightly hinged, vivid and bright, a lovely example of this difficult stamp,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

404

HH
$2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous deep rich color, an extremely fresh stamp, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $460.
Estimate $200 - 300

405

H
$2 dark blue & $5 light green (479-480), top plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely fresh examples with choice centering, Very Fine. Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
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406

H
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), magnificent high quality stamp, nicely centered with warm rich color, one of the choicest one could imagine, Very Fine; 1969 P.F. certificate for coil pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

407

408

409

407

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), light wavy black machine cancellation, fantastic well centered coil single,
with breathtaking color and impression, rarely found in such fantastic condition, Extremely Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of 3 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 8 others grading higher. Scott $800.
SMQ $975 in grade of XF-90.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

408

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), neat black slogan cancellation, extremely fresh and pleasing well centered example, with gorgeous rich color, Very Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

409

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), neat wavy black machine cancellation, extremely fresh and choice, a
handsome and sound example, Fine to Very Fine; 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

410

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), coil pair, neatly placed black “1917” year date cancellation, extraordinary
top quality coil pair, beautifully centered with exquisite color, one of the nicest obtainable 491 pairs in existence,
Very Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, 1 of 4 pairs attaining this impressive grade, with only 1 other pair
grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $3,750. SMQ $3,100 in grade of VF-80.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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423

411
411

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), pair, nice light wavy black machine cancellation, attractive example of this
incredibly scarce coil pair, guide line showing along left side of the left hand stamp, with luscious rich shade, one of
the few completely sound pairs available, Very Good to Fine; 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

412

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), horizontal pair, neatly placed black cancellations, decent example of this
scarce pair in flawless condition, with dazzling rich color, Very Good to Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

413

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), strip of 4, neat black duplex cancellations, extraordinary used 491 strip,
possibly the largest known multiple, with warm rich color, completely sound and choice, a marvelous showpiece for
the serious collector or exhibitor, Fine; 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $7,500 as two pairs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

414

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), joint line pair, neatly struck black “Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb 20” duplex cancellation, remarkable example of this incredibly rare used line pair, of which only 10 examples are known to exist,
with ravishing rich color, much scarcer used than mint, a wonderful opportunity to acquire a premium quality example of this; light vertical crease in left stamp does not affect this rare line pair’s beautiful appearance, otherwise Fine;
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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415

m
1¢ green, full double impression (498d), light machine cancel; tiny corner perf crease at top left, Very
Good, seven or fewer used examples thought to exist; 2004 P.F. certificate, 1995 APS certificate (notes a thin that
we can not find). Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

416

417

418

416

Ha
2¢ rose, type I, imperf horizontally (499a), an outstanding left sheet margin block of 6 with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, desirable position piece of this scarce imperforate horizontal variety; small thinning on top
right and bottom right stamps, the center pair is sound and choice, Very Good to Fine, exceedingly rare. Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

417

m
2¢ rose, type I, full double impression (499g), light machine cancel, Fine to Very Fine, unpriced used in
Scott, extremely scarce, one web site states that only 4 used examples have been certified.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

418

Ha
2¢ lake, type I (499h), block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant at bottom, rich luxuriant unmistakable lake
color; tiny inclusion in bottom right stamp, Fine, multiples are scarce. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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419

420

421

419

HH
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, magnificent large margined GEM with tantalizing rich
color on bleach white paper, the cream of the crop when it comes to nice quality type Ia’s, Extremely Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

420

HH
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, particularly well centered example with dynamite color and razor sharp impression, as pretty as they come, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

421

H
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), corner margin single, o.g., previously hinged, choice well centered example
with wonderfully rich color, very pretty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

422

423

424

422

Ha
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), right plate block of 6, disturbed o.g. (noticeable gum skip at right caused by
short gumming), extremely fresh, a decent appearing example of this difficult plate; plate number single with small
thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

423

m
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), neat wavy line black cancellation, fabulous example with iridescent color,
with centering rarely found on this issue, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of 9
at this grade, with only 4 others grading higher. Scott $240. SMQ $350 in grade of XF-90. Estimate $250 - 350

424

m
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), neat black town cancellation, nifty example featuring gorgeous deep rich
color and excellent centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85, 1 of 11 examples at this grade, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $240. SMQ $270 in grade of VF-XF-85.
Estimate $200 - 300
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425

426

425

m
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), pair, light machine cancel, impressive multiple with bold color and razor
sharp impression, Fine to Very Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $480 for two singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

426

ma
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), block of 4, neat black “Kansas City, Mo” cancellations, handsome used
block, with bold rich color, among the few known genuinely used blocks of this elusive stamp; hinge reinforcement
and a single nibbed perforation at bottom, Fine; 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

427

HH/H 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 19 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 4 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,600, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,125. Durland $480 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

428

HH
5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, immaculate condition, with deep
color, Very Good to Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

429

HHa
5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 6, o.g., both errors (and bottom strip) never hinged,
bright color; upper left 2¢ thin, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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430

Ha
5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 12, disturbed o.g., fresh and affordable double error,
Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

431

)
5¢ rose error (505), vertical pair used with 2¢ (499) tied by New York machine cancel to corner ad cover
addressed to San Francisco, scarce on commercial cover; light vertical fold at center, Fine to Very Fine, pairs on
cover are exceedingly rare. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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432

433

434

432

Ha
6¢ red orange (506), left plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), impressive
example with iridescent color that is barely hinged, and could easily pass as never hinged, a very attractive multiple,
Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

433

m
8¢ olive bister (508), neat unobtrusive black cancellation, astounding example featuring immense
JUMBO margins and radiant rich color, a matchless GEM of unparalleled quality deserving placement in the finest
collection, Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded GEM-100J, this being the sole example to achieve this pinnacle
of grades, and is without question the highest graded Scott #508, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $1.
SMQ $325 in grade of Sup-98.
Estimate $500 - 750

434

HH
10¢ orange yellow, partial double impression (510 var.), covering approximately 20% of the right side
of the stamp, o.g., never hinged; small corner crease at top right, Very Fine; 2004 APS certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

435

HHa
30¢ orange red (516), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh condition, a handsome multiple with gleaming rich color, Fine. Scott $1,205.
Estimate $400 - 600
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20th Century Double Impression Rarity

436

m
30¢ orange red, partial double impression (516b), covering the right half of the stamp, double circle
“PARCEL” cancel; thinned along right side, Fine, unpriced in Scott and no examples in P.F. online records; 2002
APS cert which states genuine double impression.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
An extraordinary addition to even the most complete US collection.

437

438

437

HH
$1 violet brown (518), o.g., never hinged (gum skips), remarkably fresh top quality example, beautifully
centered amid extra large margins with gleaming rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $95.
Estimate $200 - 300

438

m
$1 deep brown (518b), neat black cancellation, completely sound example of this extremely scarce
color shade, Very Good; 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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439

440

441

439

m
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), neat black machine cancellation, impressive well centered example
of this rarely offered stamp, with captivating rich color, a premium quality stamp; small crease along top right corner,
otherwise Extremely Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

440

HH
$2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this elusive plate position piece, with marvelous rich color, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

441

H
$2 orange red & black (523), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with lively bright colors, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

442

443

444

442

HH
$5 deep green & black (524), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
exquisite example with iridescent bright color, a very attractive showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

443

H
$5 deep green & black (524), o.g., a breath of a hinge, outstanding top quality example with breathtaking
deep rich color, an extraordinary stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2013 PF certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

444

HH
$5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, deep vibrant color, an extremely fresh stamp, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
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445

446

445

HH
1¢ gray green, Offset, imperf between (525c), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive example
in immaculate mint condition, unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition, Very Good to Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $500 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

446

HH
1¢ gray green, Offset, double impression (525d), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this elusive stamp, perfect centering and balanced margins, with gleaming bright color, a breathtaking showpiece never
found in such beautiful quality, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

447

HHa
2¢ carmine Offset, type V (527), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, desirable wide top, with dazzling
color printed on clean white paper, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

448

m
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), light black machine cancellation, decent example of this elusive stamp, with brilliant color; light horizontal crease, otherwise Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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449

H
3¢ Victory, the scarce deep red violet shade (537a), left plate number single, o.g., hinge remnant
(glazed gum), choice example of this scarce and often misidentified color variety, Fine; 1972 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

450

H
2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste (539), o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum crease), sensational
rich color, a pleasing example of this notoriously difficult stamp, centered much nicer than normally found, Fine;
1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

451

HHa
2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, imperf horizontally (540a), block of 8, o.g., never hinged,
impressive large multiple, with bold rich color, a very choice example of this elusive coil waste issue, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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452

H
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely extraordinary example of this extremely scarce and rarely offered mint sheet waste stamp, of which; a premium quality example with the most remarkable deep rich color with mirror like impression that we have ever seen on this issue; completely sound and
choice - rare thus; missing from even the most advanced U.S. collections, Fine, less than 20 unused examples are
known to exist; 1964 P.F. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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453

s
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), neat black “New York, NY, Jun 20, 1924” slogan cancellation, impressive example on part of postcard, with gorgeous deep rich color, quite scarce, as there are only 9 postcards and
5 covers known to exist, simply magnificent, Fine; 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750 in the grade of Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

454

m
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), attractive lightly struck black cancellation, choice example of this
rare stamp, with intense color, much nicer than normally encountered, especially with such an unobtrusive cancel;
trace of a tiny corner perf crease along top right corner, Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750 in the grade of Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

455

)
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), fabulous example of this extremely rare sheet waste issue, with
warm rich color and sharp detailed impression, neatly tied on attractive advertising postcard for metal elbows used
in ventilating systems, by black “Philadelphia, Pa, Aug 18, 1923” slogan cancellation; among the nicest of the 9
postcards that are known to exist, an incredible showpiece, Fine; 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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456

457

456

m
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (545), horizontal pair, light black slogan cancellation, extraordinary well centered multiple of this notoriously difficult stamp, with Superb centering rarely encountered on this terribly difficult issue, deserving placement in the finest collection, or destined to be broken up into GEM quality singles that would
receive incredibly high grades, rare thus, as the highest graded single according to P.S.E.’s population report is a
grade of “95” - of which only two receiving such grades, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $400
for two singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

457

m
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste (546), neatly placed black “S” and exposition cancellation, choice
centering and bold color, excellent example of this tough stamp, Very Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

458

HHa
U.S., 1920, 1¢ Pilgrim (548), desirable wholesale lot of 10 top right complete sheets of 70 of this popular
stamp, o.g., never hinged, in post office fresh condition, looking like they were just past over the Post Office counter,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $7,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1922-1925 Regular Issue
459

HH/H 1¢ deep green (552a), 230+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, with 74 plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, total Scott & Durland catalog value $2,300, with no premium for NH, excellent lot
for the specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,200. Durland $1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

460

HH/H 2¢ carmine (554c), 400+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, with 200 plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, total Scott & Durland catalog value $4,500, with no premium for NH, excellent lot
for the specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,400. Durland $3,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

461

HHa
9¢ rose (561), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor natural gum bends), attractive well centered plate, a naturally short bottom, with brilliant fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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462

463

Ex 464

462

HHa
9¢ rose (561), block of 12, o.g., never hinged, immaculate both front and back, with gleaming rich color
and unblemished gum without any skips or bends, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $324 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

463

HH
14¢ blue (565), o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this popular stamp, perfectly centered amid generous margins, with gleaming rich color, a perfect “Bo Derek - 10” that would please the most quality conscious collector, Superb; 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98, 1 of 39 examples at this lofty grade, with only 10 others
grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $11. SMQ $250 in grade of Sup-98.
Estimate $200 - 300

464

HH
$1-$5 high values (571-573), o.g., never hinged, fresh and pleasing examples, $1 is a top plate number
single, $2 with natural gum bend, $5 is nicely centered and choice, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $460.
Estimate $150 - 200

465

HHa
$5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), left margin block of 4 with arrow, o.g., never hinged (natural gum
creases), extraordinary example of this rarely offered carmine lake and dark blue shade, nicely centered with incredible colors, Very Fine. Scott $1,400 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1923-1998 Issues

466

467

468

466

HHa
2¢ carmine, imperf (577), right plate block of 6 with large 5 point star, o.g., never hinged, undervalued
and extremely desirable example with bold rich color, an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott
$250.
Estimate $250 - 350

467

HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary (579), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and choice multiple
with outstanding rich color, Very Fine. Scott $640 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

468

HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary (579), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary large multiple of this notoriously difficult stamp, rarely found with such beautiful centering and warm rich color, a great piece, Very Fine. Scott
$960 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 469

470

469

HHa
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10 (581-591), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, absolutely remarkable well centered set, each in immaculate mint condition, rarely found this nice, Very Fine. Scott $1,608.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

470

HHa
9¢ rose, rotary (590), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, remarkable example featuring bold
rich color and beautiful centering, Very Fine; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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471

106

m
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (594), lightly struck black slogan cancellation, magnificent example of this
extremely rare coil waste issue, incredibly well centered with brilliant fresh color, natural straight edge at bottom,
Scott values this rare stamp at $10,500 for an example with the perforations touching the edge of the design on one
side; finding a well centered example like this stamp is a very rare occurrence; among the nicest of the 100 or so examples that are known to exist; an outstanding showpiece; trace of faint crease at top right corner, otherwise Very
Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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472

473

472

HH
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, a choice example of this difficult coil waste issue, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

473

H
2¢ carmine lake, type I (599b), joint line strips of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, two off centered strips hinged
together showing plate #20176; unlisted in Scott in hinged condition, only listed never hinged at $1,700.00; we estimate hinged strips to catalog for a decent percentage of this, Very Good. Scott $1,700 for never hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

474

475

476

474

HH
2¢ carmine lake coil (606a), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive example of this terribly elusive
carmine lake shade, the deepest and richest color we have ever seen on this issue; as there seems to be quite a few
“wannabe” examples out there of this tough shade, this line pair exhibits the unmistakable bold rich color of the true
carmine lake shade; a great item worthy of a serious bid, Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

475

m
2¢ Harding, imperf (611), neat black cancellation, gorgeous showpiece with immense margins and bold
color, a monumental World Class GEM, Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded GEM-100, 1 of 10 at this grade, with
only 5 others grading higher according to P.S.E.’s population report. Scott $4. SMQ $90 in the grade of Sup-98.
Estimate $200 - 300

476

HH
2¢ Harding, rotary (612), o.g., never hinged, a superb showpiece with extremely large and balanced
margins, with tremendous deep rich color, an astounding showpiece deserving placement in the finest collection of
GEM quality stamps, Superb; 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98, 1 of 18 examples attaining this grade, with
only 5 others grading higher. Scott $33. SMQ $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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477

H/ma 5¢ Ericsson (628), 3 partial panes of 36, o.g., never hinged, gradable high quality singles present, have a
look and you will be impressed, Fine to Very Fine or better. Scott $1,188 as singles/plates only (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

478

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet, unusual foldover (630 var.), foldover at bottom right corner causing
perfs in last row to shift downward, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and unusual. Scott $600. Estimate $500 - 750

479

HH

108

White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
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480

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet, dot in “S” variety (630), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example,
Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

481

m
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), “New York Philatelic Exhibition, Oct. 18, 1926” first day of issue cancellations, extremely well centered White Plains sheet with first day cancellation, a fabulous sheet that is strong and
intact, would have a catalog value of $1,800.00 if it was glued onto an envelope and offered as a first day cover; a
stunning showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
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482

HHa
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), 10 complete sheets of 25, o.g., apparently never hinged (one or two
may have been brushed), overall Very Fine select quality, Post Office Fresh. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

483

HHa
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), 5 complete sheets of 25, o.g., apparently never hinged (one or two
may have been brushed), overall Very Fine select quality, Post Office Fresh. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

484

Ha
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), 10 complete sheets of 25, o.g., lightly hinged; one or two visually
faulty plus others with occasional flaws/faults, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott $3,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

485

HH/H 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 450+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 17 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,150, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $650. Durland $500 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350

486

487

486

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example of this tough stamp, large
margins and intense color, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

487

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, premium example with incredibly
wide margins, and vibrant color, quite a handsome position piece, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

488

489

488

HHa
7¢ Kans. (665), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bold rich shade, a handsome top right position with choice eye appeal, Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350

489

HHa
10¢ Kans. (668), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary high quality plate, with bold
rich shade, simply outstanding, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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490

491

490

HHa
10¢ Kans. (668), bottom right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exemplary example with gorgeous rich
color in immaculate mint condition, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

491

HHa
10¢ Nebr. (679), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, choice example in flawless mint condition,
with beautiful deep rich color, Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

492

HH/Ha 2¢ Parks, imperf vertically (741b), two horizontal pairs in a block of 4 and two horizontal strips of 3, o.g.,
hinged / never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, only 2-3 panes issued; 1935 and 1975 P.F. certificates for block of six
which has since been separated. Scott $4,850 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Seldom encountered genuine- a great opportunity!

493

HH
U.S., 1934, 1¢ Parks Souvenir Sheet (751). 400 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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494

(H)a
3¢ Washington’s Headquarters to 16¢ dark blue imperf (752-765,771), centerline blocks of 4, with all
four arrow positions for each issue, without gum as issued, nice collection of these scarce positions; few minor
flaws, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

495

(H)a
3¢ Mother’s Day & 3¢ Wisconsin, imperf (754-755), complete sheets of 200, without gum as issued,
Very Fine. Brookman $330 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

496

HHa
1935, 1¢-10¢ National Parks complete, imperf (756-765), complete sheets of 200, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, incredibly rare, only a handful of complete sets o.g. gummed sheets likely exist. Scott $27,000 ++ as singles/plate (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
In 1940 the Post Office Department offered to and did gum to full sheets of 756-765 and 769-770, no other special
printings were accepted for gumming.

497

(H)a
National Parks complete, imperf (756-765), complete sheets of 200, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Brookman $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

498

(H)
1¢ & 3¢ A.P.S., 3¢ Byrd, 1¢ & 3¢ Parks, souvenir sheets (766a-770a), complete sheets, without gum
as issued, Very Fine. Brookman $1,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

499

HHa
$1 Presidential, bright magenta & black (832g), left margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous
mint block in the distinctive bright magenta shade, a premium quality multiple, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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500

HH
$5 Presidential (834), top margin strip of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, extremely
attractive strip from the top of the sheet showing plate numbers and all corresponding markers; a great item that
would really dress up a collection, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $850 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

501

HH
1979, $1 Lamp Errors, brown (engraved) omitted and tan, yellow & orange omitted (1610a, 1610b),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

502

HH
1976, 13¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet (1686), wonderful group of 12 souvenir sheets each with noticeable shift of “USA 13” downward on each stamp on the sheets, quite eye catching, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
Huge Retail potential.
Estimate $300 - 400
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503

P
1993, 6¢, 8¢ & $3 Columbian souvenir sheets imperforate (2627P), o.g., never hinged; light crease as
usual, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

504

HHa
1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, recalled (2870), full pane of 20, two sheets in original envelopes, also
includes two Bugs Bunny imperf sheets, all for one low price!! o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Airmail

505

HH
1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), o.g., never hinged (C2 with natural gum crease),
extremely fresh and choice set with several nicely centered stamps, particularly the C3 which has extra large margins, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 506

Ex 507

506

HH
1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, very
pleasing group with fantastic rich colors, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

507

HH/H 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged (4
stamps never hinged), very attractive group of six values, C2 and C4 lightly hinged, the rest in pristine mint condition, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $615.
Estimate $200 - 300
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508

509

508

HH/Ha 1918, 16¢ green (C2), plate block of 6, o.g., 4 stamps never hinged, well centered, Very Fine and choice.
Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

509

Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, “Low Plane” variety (C3), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, delightful variety with vignette shifted way to the bottom of the stamp; although this isn’t the rare Grounded Plane, it certainly merits serious bidding well in excess of it’s modest catalog value, Very Fine. Scott $280 for normal.
Estimate $500 - 750

510

511

510

Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin block of 4 with plate number, slightly disturbed o.g., extremely fresh multiple, the stamp at upper left is a perfectly centered plate number single with immense boardwalk
margins, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

511

HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), wide full margin top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Scott
$2,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

512

HHa
1930, 5¢ Winged Globe (C12), bottom left full pane of 50, plate # 19947, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $1,084 s singles/plate (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

513

HH/Ha U.S., Airmail, 1930, 5¢ Winged Globe (C12), 5 full panes of 50, o.g., mostly never hinged, unchecked for
better positions/numbers, also some nice quality present; few perf seps or the occasional hinge, Fine to Very Fine
overall. Scott $5,420 as singles/plates only (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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514

515

514

HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, absolutely spectacular set in outstanding mint condition, each stamp with fabulous rich color and full unblemished gum, worthy of
placement in a collection of distinction, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

515

H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), plate number singles, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged), extremely handsome well centered set with breathtaking colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,155.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

516

517

516

HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), accompanying letter from Edward Worden, dated May 1930
in which he encloses this set gratis, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh; #C15 couple perf abrasions at right, very
trivial, Very Fine, ex-Schreiber. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

517

H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged ($2.60 value with natural gum crease),
handsome well centered set with fabulous rich colors, excellent quality, Very Fine. Scott $1,155.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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518

519

518

H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), disturbed o.g., choice centering and excellent colors, Very
Fine. Scott $1,155.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

519

H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum
creases), bright vivid colors, a fresh and pleasing set of these popular stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,155.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

520

)
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), each on separate cover; 1) C13 tied by Washington DC May
29 1930 postmark on postal card addressed to Germany; 2) C14 with Washington DC May 29 1930 postmark on
cover addressed to Germany; 3) C15 tied by Varick St. Sta. NY Apr 25 postmark on cover addressed to Washington
DC; each cover with proper cachets and transit marks; C14 and C15 covers with faint toning from flap gum, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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521

m
1930, 65¢ & $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C13-C14), clear cancels, 65¢ also canceled by the U.S. flight cachet
(and barely by the German), Fine to Very Fine. Scott $540.
Estimate $200 - 300

522

HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered and post office fresh, Extremely
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

523

H
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged, each with radiant color,
nice matching pair, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

524

HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, remarkable example with
ravishing rich color, in immaculate fresh condition, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

525

HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, nicely centered with ravishing rich color, a lovely
large margined example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85. Scott $975. SMQ
$990 in grade of VF-XF-85.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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526

527

526

HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice, a lovely example with
great color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750

527

HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (few minute gum skips,
light diagonal gum bend), Post Office fresh, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

528

529

528

HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged,
beautifully centered, gleaming fresh gum, a quality multiple, Extremely Fine. Scott $340 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

529

HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), right margin pair, o.g., never hinged, great looking pair with
tantalizing colors, Pos. 31/36 from the sheet neatly noted in pencil on reverse corner of each stamp as were all examples from the sheet, an extraordinary showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

530

HHa
1941-44, Transport complete (C25-C31), full panes of 50, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $979 as
singles/plate (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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531

532

531

HH
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., never hinged, select high quality example in pristine mint condition, with luxurious rich color on bright white paper, simply gorgeous, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

532

H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., very lightly hinged, extremely handsome example of this extremely elusive unwatermarked stamp, featuring marvelous rich color on bleach white paper, as fresh as the first
day it was printed, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

533

P
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked, imperf proof on stamp paper (E4P5), o.g., Fine to Very Fine; 1975
P.F. certificate. Scott $6,500 as pair.
Estimate $400 - 600

534

(H)
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), bottom plate number single, expertly regummed, dazzling color
printed on lily white paper, scarce plate position piece, Fine. Scott $900 for o.g. stamp.
Estimate $200 - 300
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535

HH
1902, 10¢ blue (E6a), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous mint stamp with a fantastic shade of blue, the deepest and richest color you’ll ever see on this difficult issue, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

536

HH/Ha 1908, 10¢ green (E7), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (2 bottom stamps never hinged), exceptionally
fresh multiple, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $440 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

537

HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., never hinged, most impressive top quality mint stamp with warm rich
color and wonderful centering, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

538

HH/Ha 1925, 20¢ black (E14), bottom left full pane of 50, plate #17192 with siderographer’s initials J.H.S., o.g.,
30 stamps never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $297 s singles/plates (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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539

540

541

542

539

H
1879, 2¢ brown (J2), o.g., previously hinged, nicely centered example with vivid color, a real good looking stamp, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

540

H
1879, 50¢ brown (J7), o.g., previously hinged, desirable example with luscious rich color and choice
centering, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

541

H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., hinge remnant, nice fresh example with robust color and clear impression, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

542

HH
1884, 10¢ red brown (J19), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with gleaming rich color and finely
etched impression, an extremely scarce and undervalued stamp when found with the qualities that this attractive
stamp possesses, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800

543

544

545

543

HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged, flawless mint example in pristine condition, extremely
fresh with excellent centering, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

544

HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged, choice example in pristine mint condition, with beautiful
fresh color and razor sharp impression, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

545

HH
1884, 50¢ red brown (J21), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example of this rarely offered mint stamp, with tremendous rich color and gleaming fresh gum with a mirror like appearance, this stamp has
been tucked away in a fabulous collection for several decades and it shows; the color is simply unbelievable, Fine to
Very Fine; 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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546

547

548

546

H
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and pleasing example with bold
prooflike color with sharp detailed impression, this stamp has seen the light of day for decades and is in a remarkable state of preservation, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

547

m
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), light black cancellation, handsome and well centered, with large margins
and vivid color, an extremely desirable example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-90, 1 of only 3 examples at this grade, with only 1 other grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report.
Scott $225. SMQ $475 in grade of XF-90.
Estimate $350 - 500

548

H
1891, 50¢ bright claret (J28), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous high quality example with mouth-watering
deep rich color, unlike anything we have ever seen on this issue, simply gorgeous, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

549

550

551

552

549

H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome example of this extremely scarce Postage Due
stamp in the distinctive vermilion shade; faint creases which appear to be natural due to the printing and gumming
process and shouldn’t be considered a fault, especially on a stamp of this rarity, Very Good to Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

550

H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), disturbed o.g., handsome example of this extremely difficult vermilion shade;
tiny thins, Very Good; 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

551

HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this elusive stamp in immaculate mint
condition, with gorgeous color and sharp clear impression, rarely offered never hinged, Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800

552

HH
1895, 3¢ deep claret (J33), o.g., never hinged, a difficult stamp in a wonderful state of preservation, with
breathtaking rich color, simply marvelous, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300
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553

554

555

556

553

H
1895, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), o.g., previously hinged (pencil mark on gum), lively bright shade, choice well
margined stamp with excellent appeal, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

554

H
1895, 50¢ deep claret (J37), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous example of this tremendously difficult stamp, with ravishing rich color, a stamp that would please the most discriminating collector of top quality
stamps, Very Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

555

H
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), o.g., appears lightly hinged, handsome top margin part imprint single, beautiful deep shade, a quality stamp, Fine to Very Fine; photocopy of 2010 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the left stamp from the strip. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

556

H
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), o.g., hinge remnant, attractive example with brilliant color, very fresh and
pleasing, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

557

558

559

557

HH
1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), o.g., never hinged, impressive example of this rarely offered stamp, especially one in pristine mint condition, with lively rich color printed on lily white paper, Fine to Very Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

558

H
1912, 50¢ deep claret (J50), o.g., lightly hinged, particularly choice high quality example of this terribly
difficult stamp, featuring nice wide margins and breathtaking rich color, just a great stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

559

H
1912, 50¢ deep claret (J50), disturbed o.g., nicely centered, pretty appearance; small thin spot, reperfed
at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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560

561

562

560

HH
1914, 3¢ carmine lake (J54), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this rare never hinged stamp,
with sensational color and finely detailed impression, if you’ve been waiting for a choice mint example of this stamp then your wait is finely over; don’t miss out on this extraordinary stamp, Very Fine; 1982 and 1999 P.F. certificates.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

561

H
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., very lightly hinged, one of
the most beautiful examples of this tough stamp we have ever had the pleasure to offer, huge margins and bold rich
color, this stamp has it all, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

562

m
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), “Chicago, Illinois” precancel, desirable example of this extremely scarce
Postage Due stamp, that for some reason, unknown to use, catalogs for only $750 with a precancel, versus $1,600
with a normal cancellation, seems like an excessive amount to discount such a scarce stamp just because it is
precancelled; faint horizontal crease only show after the stamp is dipped in fluid as the stamp dries - the little crease
can be seen, otherwise Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

563

564

566

563

H
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., lightly hinged, decent example of this incredibly rare Postage Due stamp, with
marvelous rich color; trivial pencil notation on gum, and tiny corner perf creases at top left and top right corners,
Very Good; 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

564

HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, choice example of this stamp in the distinctive rose shade, with
immaculate fresh gum, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

565

HHa
Postage Due, 1930, ½¢ carmine (J69), bottom right full pane of 100, plate # 17131, with siderographers’
initials W.W.M. and J.J.McD., o.g., never hinged; many separations, generally Fine to Very Fine, with some very
fine and extremely fine gems. Scott $1,040 as singles/plate (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

566

HH
1930, 50¢ carmine (J76), o.g., never hinged, exceptional mint stamp, with choice centering and vivid
color, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

567

HHa
Postage Due, 1931, ½¢ Scarlet and 1959, 1¢ carmine rose & black (J79a, J89), full panes of 100, J79
(12); J89 (56), o.g., never hinged, some nicely centered singles within the sheets; few perf separations, mostly Very
Fine. Scott $3,230 as singles/plates only (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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568

HH
1959 (3¢) carmine rose & black, denomination omitted (J91a), top left in strip of 4 with normal, o.g.,
never hinged, top 2 stamps are errors, and the bottom 2 stamps are without “3 cents”, lists for $675 in Scott specialized catalog as a pair - one stamp without “3 cents” and one normal, so the Scott catalog value for this strip of 4 with
2 error stamps should be $1,350, Extremely Fine. Scott $675 for one error.
Estimate $500 - 750

Offices in China

569

HH/H 1919-22, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K18), o.g., hinged (K4, K5, and K11 never hinged), brilliant fresh colors
throughout, a handsome set; K3 with light horizontal crease, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,570.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 570

571

570

H/(H)
1919-22, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K18), mostly with o.g., nice group of 20 stamps, which includes both
shades on K8 and K11, uniformly attractive with excellent colors; small faults on a few values, K10 is regummed,
Very Good to Fine. Scott $2,255.
Estimate $400 - 600

571

HH
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green & 4¢ on 2¢ rose (K1-K2), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, outstanding
examples of each value in fabulous mint condition, extremely well centered with large margins, Extremely Fine.
Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

572

573

574

572

HHa

573

HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, an extraordinary example with the most beautiful intense color imaginable, a deep glowing shade, well centered stamp with large margins, among the nicest you’ll ever see, Extremely Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $300 - 400

574

HH
1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, desirable example in wonderful condition, well centered stamp with vibrant rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

128

1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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575

576

577

575

HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous, sensational
well centered example with fiery bright color, very scarce when found in this condition, Extremely Fine. Scott $280.
Estimate $400 - 600

576

HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, lovely color, fresh and
attractive, Very Fine; 1996 PF Cert. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

577

H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), rich luxuriant color and impression, disturbed o.g., choice stamp that
will fit into any collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

578

579

580

581

578

HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, a pristine mint stamp, rarely
found in this immaculate condition, Very Good. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

579

HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with fabulous rich color, in a
wonderful state of preservation, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

580

H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, elusive example with
extremely intense color, Fine to Very Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

581

HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, wonderful example with dazzling bright color, a terrific stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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582

P
Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on card (O1P4-O93P4), marvelous complete set of
these beautiful card proofs neatly presented on Scott National album pages, fantastic colors throughout, a magnificent set, Extremely Fine. Scott $878 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

583

S
Officials, 1875, Special Printings, overprinted “Specimen”, group of 10 different (O1SD//O83SD),
comprising 1¢ Agriculture, 1¢ Post Office, 1¢ & 2¢ State and complete 1¢-10¢ Executive, without gum as issued, a
Fine group. Scott $560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

584

585

586

587

584

HH
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 2¢ yellow (O2), o.g., never hinged, desirable example in a quality rarely encountered - a choice mint stamp with full unblemished gum, just like it came from the Post Office 140 years ago,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

585

H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely example of unparalleled beauty,
with enormous JUMBO margins and tantalizing rich color, one of the nicest 10 cent Agricultures we’ve had the pleasure to offer, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

586

H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh stamp with clear impression,
most impressive, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

587

HH
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 12¢ yellow (O6), o.g., never hinged, exemplary example in fabulous mint condition, a condition rarity with glowing rich color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

588

Ex 589

588

H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 24¢ yellow (O8), o.g., lightly hinged, an extraordinary high quality example
with mouth-watering color, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

589

S
Executive Dept., 1875 Special Printings, 1¢-10¢ complete, overprinted “Specimen”
(O10SD-O14SD), without gum as issued, extremely difficult set of these extremely elusive “Specimen” overprints,
all nicely centered with extremely intense colors on all values, quite scarce with quantities issued ranging from
3,461 on the 10 cent value to 10,000 issued on the 1 cent value; rarely found this nice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300
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590

591

592

593

590

H
Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢ carmine (O10), o.g., hinge remnant, impressive sharp clear impression, a
very pleasing example in a fabulous state of preservation, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $850. Estimate $300 - 400

591

m
Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢ carmine (O10), lightly struck black cancellation, radiant rich color, a very
choice example in flawless condition, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

592

H
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary example of this incredibly
difficult stamp, a splendid well centered stamp with captivating color, as fresh and choice as the first day it was issued, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

593

H
Executive Dept., 1873, 3¢ carmine (O12), o.g., hinge remnants, quite an elusive stamp with finely
etched impression, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

594

595

596

597

594

H
Executive Dept., 1873, 6¢ carmine (O13), o.g., hinge remnant, marvelous example of this scarce and
undervalued stamp, with fabulous bright color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

595

H
Executive Dept., 1873, 6¢ carmine (O13), disturbed o.g. (album adherence), fresh and appealing top
quality example of this most difficult stamp, well margined with delightful color, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

596

m
Executive Dept., 1873, 6¢ carmine (O13), black cork cancellation, gorgeous rich shade, very pleasing
example of this tough Executive issue, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

597

m
Executive Dept., 1873, 10¢ carmine (O14), nice light black cancellation, vibrant rich shade, completely
sound and very choice, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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598

599

600

601

598

H
Justice Dept., 1873, 2¢ purple (O26), o.g., hinge remnant, remarkable top quality example with tantalizing color, a matchless GEM that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $250 - 350

599

S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢ purple, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error) (O26SDa), without
gum as issued, bright color and razor sharp impression, well centered with all perforations intact, a choice example
that would be difficult to match, Very Fine and rare. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

600

H
Justice Dept., 1873, 15¢ purple (O31), o.g., previously hinged, immaculate fresh example, completely
sound and attractive stamp with outstanding color, Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $475. Estimate $200 - 300

601

H
Justice Dept., 1873, 24¢ purple (O32), disturbed o.g., extraordinary example of this extremely scarce
Justice department issue, well centered with vivid color printed on bright white paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

602

603

604

605

602

m
Justice Dept., 1873, 24¢ purple (O32), colorful blue cancellation, extremely handsome example of this
undervalued stamp, with beautiful centering; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $435.
Estimate $200 - 300

603

H
Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple (O33), o.g., hinge remnants, sound, fault free example of this rare
stamp, with brilliant fresh color, Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $350 - 500

604

m
Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple (O33), desirable purple cancellation, lovely example with lovely color,
quite a pleasing used stamp; trivial internal crease of little consequence, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

605

H
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), disturbed o.g., extremely handsome example of this incredibly
scarce stamp, the 90 cent Justice department is rarely found in sound condition, this stamp is a true condition rarity,
Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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606

607

608

609

606

m
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), neatly placed small “X” manuscript cancellation, desirable example of this difficult stamp, with nice bright color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

607

H
Navy Dept., 1873, 7¢ ultramarine (O39), disturbed o.g., choice example of this elusive stamp, with excellent color, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

608

S
Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen” (O40SD), without gum
as issued; perfs clipped (as often) at bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

609

H
Navy Dept., 1873, 15¢ ultramarine (O42), o.g., lightly hinged, delightful example with lively bright color,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

610

H
Navy Dept., 1873, 24¢ ultramarine (O43), o.g., very lightly hinged, pristine example with lively bright
color, flawless and choice example of this ridiculously undervalued 24 cent Navy, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

611

m
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), black cancellation, appealing example with vivid color, quite
attractive, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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612

HHa
Post Office Dept., 1873, 3¢ black (O49), top plate block of 20 that has been split into two blocks of 10,
guide arrow upper right, o.g., never hinged, several premium jumbo examples, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $550+.
Estimate $300 - 400

613

614

615

616

613

HH
State Dept., 1873, 7¢ dark green (O61), o.g., never hinged, impressive example in pristine mint condition, with flawless gum with mirror like impression, 140 years old and still looking good both front and back, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500

614

H
State Dept., 1873, 24¢ dark green (O65), o.g., previously hinged, a gorgeous example of unparalleled
beauty, featuring immense boardwalk margins, and the deepest color you’ll ever see, a GEM stamp with wonderful
attributes - the quintessential 24 cent State Department issue deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

615

H
State Dept., 1873, 30¢ dark green (O66), disturbed o.g., wonderfully fresh example of this incredibly difficult stamp, with exquisite rich color, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

616

H
State Dept., 1873, 90¢ dark green (O67), o.g., hinge remnants, extremely appealing example of this undervalued 90 cent Dept. of State issue, well centered with heavenly rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
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617

618

619

617

(H)
State Dept., 1873, 90¢ dark green (O67), without gum, bright color, a completely sound and choice example of this terribly elusive high value stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

618

H
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), disturbed o.g., a most impressive example with brilliant fresh
color, sound and choice, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

619

(H)
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), unused without gum, attractive appearing example, an elusive stamp; reperforated at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300

620

621

622

623

620

S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O76SD), without
gum as issued; few nibbed perfs at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350

621

H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 24¢ brown (O80), disturbed o.g., extremely fresh and choice example of this
trough stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

622

S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ deep rose, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error) (O83SDa), unusually fresh and bright for this, which is not-so-often encountered this nice, without gum as issued; slightly shorter perf
at bottom and tiny discoloration at right, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

623

H
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 3¢ yellow (O95), o.g., lightly hinged, unbelievably fresh example of this incredibly elusive soft paper Official, nicely centered with a mirror like impression, simply spectacular, Very Fine; 1983 P.F.
certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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624

625

626

627

624

HH
Interior Dept., 1879, 1¢ vermilion (O96), o.g., never hinged, delightful example in immaculate mint condition, with dazzling color, sensational state of preservation - scarce like this, Fine to Very Fine; 1980 P.F. certificate
for block of 4, from which this exceedingly fresh stamp was taken, this being the lower right stamp from the block.
Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

625

H
Interior Dept., 1879, 1¢ vermilion (O96), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with sparkling bright color,
Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

626

H
Interior Dept., 1879, 15¢ vermilion (O102), o.g., hinge remnant, impressive example of this tough soft
paper Official stamp, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

627

H
Justice Dept., 1879, 6¢ bluish purple (O107), o.g., heavy hinge remnants, handsome well centered example with vivid color, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

628

629

630

628

(H)
Treasury Dept., 1879, 30¢ brown (O112), unused without gum, impressive example of this difficult 30
cent Treasury soft paper issued; small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $350 - 500

629

H
Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown (O113), o.g., previously hinged, attractive appearing example of this
immensely rare stamp, with breathtaking rich color; red mark on face, and vertical creases and hinge thin described
as “major faults” on accompanying certificate, otherwise Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

630

m
Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown (O113), black cancellation, beautiful deep shade, a handsome example of this extremely elusive stamp; small thin spots, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

631

HHa
Post Office Seal, 1888, chocolate, imperforate (OX5a), part sheet of 28 (4x7), o.g., never hinged; natural thinning paper prior to gumming, affecting one stamp, slight natural paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$700+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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632

633

632

(H)
1865, 5¢ dark blue (PR4a), without gum as issued, fresh example in flawless condition, a handsome example of the dark blue shade, Fine; 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

633

(H)
1875 Reprints, 5¢-25¢ complete (PR5-PR7), without gum as issued, excellent rich colors; small faults
typical of this issue, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $200 - 300

634

P
1875-85, plate proofs on card or India (PR9P4), impressive group of 39 different proofs of these popular Newspaper stamps on Scott National album pages, 39 in total, including PR9-13P4, PR17-18P4, PR20P4,
PR24P4, PR59P4, PR62P4, PR71-PR79P4, and PR82-PR89P4; there are seven proofs on India paper - PR15P3,
PR57-58P3, PR60-1P3, PR74P3, and PR79P3; a fabulous group with outstanding colors throughout, Extremely
Fine. Scott $625 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

635

636

635

H
1875, 36¢ rose (PR18), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome appearing example with scintillating color; light
horizontal creasing at bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

636

(H)
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), unused without gum, lively bright shade, a lovely example of this, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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637

638

639

640

637

H
1875, 72¢ rose (PR21), disturbed o.g., scarce stamp with robust color, a very pleasing example, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

638

(H)
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), unused without gum, brilliant fresh color, much nicer than normally encountered,
Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

639

H
1875, 96¢ rose (PR23), disturbed o.g., decent example of this difficult Newspaper stamp, with splendid
color; small thin at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $200 - 300

640

m
1875, $3 vermilion (PR25), blue brush cancellation, good looking example with alluring rich color, Fine to
Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

641

642

643

644

641

(H)
1875, $9 yellow orange (PR27), unused without gum, wonderfully fresh and attractive example of this
rarely offered stamp, with breathtaking rich color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

642

H
1875, $12 blue green (PR28), o.g., lightly hinged, vivid rich shade, a very appealing copy of this rarity;
reperforated at bottom, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

643

(H)
1875, $36 brown rose (PR30), without gum, nice appearing example, with warm rich color, a very scarce
and undervalued stamp; reperforated at top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

644

H
1875, $48 red brown (PR31), disturbed o.g., a more than acceptable example of this incredibly scarce
Newspaper stamp with the deepest and richest color imaginable; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott
$7,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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645

646

647

648

645

(H)
1875, $60 violet (PR32), regummed, vivid fresh color, an affordable example of this terribly difficult
stamp; reperforated at top and bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,400 as no gum.
Estimate $300 - 400

646

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 3¢ gray black (PR34), without gum as issued, brilliant fresh shade and clear impression, Fine to Very Fine, only 5,000 examples sold. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

647

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 4¢ gray black (PR35), without gum as issued, incredibly fresh example with natural straight edge at top, Fine to Very Fine, only 4,451 sold. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

648

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 6¢ gray black (PR36), without gum as issued, dazzling rich color and natural
straight edge at bottom, quite elusive, Fine, only 2,348 were sold. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

649

650

651

652

649

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 8¢ gray black (PR37), without gum as issued, vivid bright shade and clearly
etched impression, natural straight edge at bottom, Fine to Very Fine, only 1,930 sold. Scott $975.
Estimate $300 - 400

650

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 9¢ gray black (PR38), without gum as issued, scarce stamp with incredibly rich
color, Fine, only 1,795 sold. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

651

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, nicely centered example of this
tough stamp; slightly toned, otherwise Very Fine, only 1,499 sold; 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

652

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 12¢ pale rose (PR40), without gum as issued, exceptionally fresh example with
sharp detailed impression; reperforated at top, Fine to Very Fine, only 1,313 sold. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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653

654

655

656

653

(H)
1875 Special Printing, 48¢ pale rose (PR43), without gum as issued, decent example of this rarely offered 1875 Special Printing, with impressive rich color; reperforated at left, otherwise Fine, only 268 examples were
reportedly sold; 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

654

H
1879, 48¢ red (PR66), o.g., previously hinged, flawless example with mouth-watering rich color, very
pretty stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

655

(H)
1879, 60¢ red (PR67), unused without gum, exceptional example with gorgeous rich color, a very pleasing high quality stamp, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

656

H
1879, 84¢ red (PR69), o.g., previously hinged, fabulous prooflike color and finely etched impression,
quite an elusive stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

657

658

659

660

657

H
1879, $1.92 pale brown (PR71), o.g., previously hinged, extremely fresh and choice example, tough to
find this nice, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

658

H
1879, $6 blue (PR73), o.g., hinge remnants, decent example with attractive color, much scarcer than the
catalog value would indicate, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

659

H
1879, $9 orange (PR74), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly bright color, a very pleasing example of this
stamp, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

660

H
1879, $48 yellow brown (PR78), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous rich shade, premium example of this
tough stamp, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500
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661

662

663

664

661

H
1885, 60¢ carmine (PR86), o.g., hinge remnant, very choice example with fantastic color, a tough stamp,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

662

H
1885, 84¢ carmine (PR88), o.g., hinge remnant, sharp clear impression, an impressive stamp with bold
color, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

663

H
1895, $5 ultramarine (PR109), o.g., hinge remnants, a very scarce stamp, fantastic color and impression; reperforated at top and right, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

664

(H)
1895, $10 green (PR110), unused without gum, choice well centered example of this elusive stamp, with
fabulous color, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

665

666

665

(H)
1895, $20 slate (PR111), unused without gum, desirable example with extremely intense color, natural
straight edges at top and left sides; small thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

666

m
1895, $50 dull rose (PR112), neatly struck black cancellation, choice example with excellent color, very
elusive used stamp, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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667

HH/H Parcel Post, 1913, 1¢-$1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., lightly hinged (7 stamps never hinged), gorgeous
well centered set each stamp with captivating rich color, 4 cent value is a left margin plate number single, Never
Hinged include Q1-3, Q6-7, and Q11-12; just a beautiful set of these popular stamps, Very Fine. Scott $1,716.
Estimate $500 - 750

668

H
Parcel Post, 1913, 1¢-$1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., previously hinged, attractive set, perfs close on the
$1 but much nicer on the other 11 values, Fine. Scott $998.
Estimate $250 - 350

669

HH/H Parcel Post Postage Dues, 1913, 1¢-25¢ complete (JQ1-JQ5), o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never
hinged), extremely fresh set with intense colors, the“ “key”” stamp in the set - Scott #JQ4 is a very pleasing example
in immaculate Never Hinged condition, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $495.
Estimate $200 - 300

670

HHa
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete (QE1-QE4), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, QE1
with full top selvage, QE4 with full side selvage; other two trimmed, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $620 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

671

HHa
Special Handling, 1928, 10¢, 15¢, 20¢ yellow green (QE1-QE3), full panes of 50, QE1 (5); QE2 (3 plus
block of 36); QE3 (1 with bottom selvedge missing plus block of 36), o.g., never hinged, some nicely centered singles within the sheets; few perf seps, much Fine to Very Fine. Scott $2,964 as singles/plates only (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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672

HH
1900-03, 25¢ booklet, black on buff cover (BK2S), exploded, 2 panes with diagonal overprint, top
cover with vertical crease and manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden,
Third Asst. P.M. Gen.”, o.g., panes never hinged, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

673

H
1900-03, 25¢ booklet, black on buff cover (BK2), complete and unexploded, with two panes of Scott
279Bj, cover with “CROWNPOINT IND. 1900” postmark and manuscript “First stamp book Sold in Crown Point Indiana, F. E. Farley P.M.” on front, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, panes Very Fine, booklet probably unique. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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674

675

674

HH
1900-03, 49¢ booklet, green on cream cover (BK3), exploded, o.g., 4 never hinged panes, unpriced in
Scott, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

675

HH
1900-03, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover (BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, one pane from position E, back cover reads “Henry G. Payne”, o.g., both panes never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

676

677

676

HH
1900-03, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover (BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, both panes from
position E, front cover with Special Delivery rates and back cover reads The Registry System/Provider for Safe
Transit and Correct Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

677

HH/H 1900-03, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover (BK7), exploded, back cover reads “Charles Emory
Smith”, o.g., 2 hinged panes; booklet covers with creases, Very Good to Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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678

679

678

SHH
1900-03, 49¢ booklet, black on buff cover (BK8), exploded, 4 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint, top cover with manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst.
P.M. Gen.”, o.g., never hinged; top cover with small tape stain, Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

679

H
1903-07, 25¢ booklet, black on green cover (BK10), exploded, all panes position A, back cover with
“M” of “Meyer” under “p” of “up”, one pane is a replacement for the original pane, three panes with two dots below “2”
of “1902” and one without dots, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

680

681

680

H
1903-07, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover (BK11), exploded, o.g., each pane with hinge reinforced
horizontal perf separations; covers with light creases, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

681

HH
1903, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover, type I panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving, both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as
panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300
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682

HH
1903, 49¢ booklet, black on buff cover, type I panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving, position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, Very Good to Fine. Scott $960 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

683

HH
1903, 97¢ booklet, black on gray cover, type I panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving, position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g.,
stamps never hinged, each lightly hinged in selvedge tab, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

684

HH
1908, 25¢ booklet, black on cream cover (BK24), exploded, catalogued as panes, front and back covers, two panes, no interleaving, panes are position E, o.g., never hinged; left margins of panes are a bit uneven, minor scuffing near staple holes on front cover, Fine. Scott $480 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

685

HH
1917, 25¢ booklet, red on buff cover (BK58), four exploded booklets, 1) panes from position C and
back cover with small address form; 2) panes from position D (plate no. F11781 and F 11782) and back cover with
large address form; 3) panes from position D (plate nos. F8894) and back cover with small address form; 4) panes
from position K and back cover with “Treasury Savings Certificate”, o.g., panes never hinged but two plate no.
panes with large gum skips, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

686

HH
1917, 49¢ booklet, red on pink cover (BK59), two exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A and back
with small address form; 2) panes are from position I and back cover with large address form; no interleaving, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Good to Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

687

HH
1917, 97¢ booklet, red on blue cover (BK61), two exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A, one
pane with tiny nick at bottom; 2) panes from position J; both back covers with large address form; no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, Very Good to Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Telegraph Stamps

688

146

HH
Mutual Union Telegraph Co., 1882-83, blue, “Complimentary” (9T1), four panes of four in complete
booklet with covers and interleaving, top pane has interleaving adhering to it, other three are very fine, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
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689

HH
Mutual Union Telegraph Co., 1882-83, carmine, “Complimentary” (9T2), four panes of four in complete booklet with covers and interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

690

HH
Postal Telegraph Co., 1907, black on yellow (15T27), complete booklet, with front and back covers,
eight complete panes, made out to H.S. Shelton cashier, o.g., never hinged (interleaving has adhered to most of the
panes), beautiful condition and very scarce, Very Fine. Scott $2,800 as panes.
Estimate $400 - 600

691

HH
Postal Telegraph Co., 1910, dark blue (15T34), complete booklet, with front and back covers, ten complete panes, made out to H.S. Shelton cashier, o.g., never hinged, beautiful condition and very scarce, Very Fine.
Scott $1,500 as panes.
Estimate $400 - 600
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692

693

694

695

696

692

H

693

H
1862, 1¢ blue on orange, die 1 (W22), cut square; horizontal crease above indicia, light scuffing at top
left and top right, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2013 PF certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

694

H

1860, 1¢ blue on orange, die 2 (U23), cut square, 25x30mm, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

695

H

1860, 1¢ blue on amber, die 3 (U24), cut square, 32x35mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

696

m
1861, 1¢ blue on manila, die 3 (W25), cut square, 30x32mm, segmented cork cancel, Very Fine; 1987
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

697

H)
1860, 3¢+1¢ red & blue (U28), entire; slight separation at backflap fold, Very Fine, extremely scarce as
entire. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

148

1853, 3¢ red, die 1 (U1), cut square, Very Fine. Scott $375.
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698

H
1861, 3¢ pink on orange (U37), cut square, full corner, 37x36mm, Extremely Fine an impeccable gem!
2013 PF certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

699

H)
1861, 3¢ pink on orange (U37), unused entire, fresh and bright, an outstanding gem; natural inclusion in
indices, Very Fine, 2012 UPSS catalog reports that up to 12 may exist, Wunch handstamp. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

700

701

702

703

700

H

701

H
1861, 40¢ black & red on buff (U45), cut square, 44x41mm; trivial toning along right edge, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

702

H
1865, 9¢ lemon on buff (U66), cut square, 36x35mm, Extremely Fine, an extremely scarce and frequently misidentified shade. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

703

H

1861, 20¢ red & blue on buff (U43), cut square, 39x35mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1865, 12¢ brown on buff (U68), cut square, 44x41mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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704

H
1865, 12¢ brown, 18¢ red, 24¢ blue, 30¢ green and 40¢ rose, all on buff (U69-U73), cut square, 18¢
full corner, Extremely Fine. Scott $605 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

705

706

707

708

705

H

1870, 10¢ olive black on amber (U90), cut square, full corner, 46x48mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

706

H

1870, 15¢ red orange on cream (U98), cut square, 31x32mm, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

707

H

1870, 30¢ black on amber (U103), cut square, 35x39mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

708

H

1870, 90¢ carmine on amber (U106), cut square, 35x41mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

709

710

711

709

H
1874, 1¢ dark blue on cream, die 1 (U110), cut square, 33x36mm, Very Fine, known only as a cut
square. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

710

H

711

H
1876, 2¢ vermilion on amber, die 7 (U154), cut square, full corner, 66x48mm, Wells, Fargo frank at left,
Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

150

1874, 2¢ brown on amber, die 3 (U133), cut square, 34x41mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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712

713

714

712

H

713

H)
1874, 7¢ vermilion on amber (U186 var.), unused entire, size 7, knife 28, fresh; couple small, very faint
tone spots, mentioned only for strict accuracy, otherwise Extremely Fine, an exceedingly rare knife variety - only six
mint examples recorded; signed Marcus White with “4th copy known to me”. UPSS $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

714

H

715

H
1874, 12¢ plum on amber (U196), cut square, full corner, 104x51mm, Wells, Fargo printed frank at left,
Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

716

H
1874, 24¢ purple on cream (U203), entire, size 21; trivial purple ink mark at top right appears to be the
same color as the indicia, otherwise Very Fine, this Scott number only comes in this size entire. Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600

1874, 7¢ vermilion (U185), cut square, 32x35mm, Very Fine, known only as a cut square. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $600 - 800

1874, 12¢ plum (U195), cut square, 33x36mm, Very Fine. Scott $390.
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Ex 717

718

719

717

P)
1887-94, 30¢ Hamilton, four trial color proofs (U336TC & U337TC), blue on white & amber and gray
on white & amber, exceptionally fresh; blue on amber with tiny natural paper inclusion in indicia, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

718

H

719

H
1875, 90¢ carmine on cream (U213), cut square, 37x40mm, Extremely Fine; 1990 P.S.E. certificate,
signed by Maisel and Hoffer. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1875, 30¢ black on cream (U206), cut square, 32x35mm, Very Fine. Scott $375. Estimate $200 - 300

720

721

722

723

720

H

1882, 5¢ brown on fawn (U226), cut square, 32x35mm, Very Fine. Scott $350. Estimate $200 - 300

721

H

1884, 2¢ red on amber (U244), cut square, full corner, 45x51mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

722

H

1884, 2¢ red on blue (U245), cut square, full corner, 38x39mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

723

H

1884, 2¢ red on fawn (U246), cut square, 38x38mm, Very Fine. Scott $400.
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724

725

726

724

H

1884, 2¢ brown (U273), cut square, full corner, 34x41mm, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

725

H

1884, 2¢ brown on fawn (U276), cut square, full corner, 38x41mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

726

H

1884, 2¢ red on blue, die 1 (U286), cut square, full corner, 37x42mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

727

H
1887, 1¢ blue on oriental buff (U298), cut square, 37 x 42mm, sharply impressed upon bright unmistakable oriental buff paper, Very Fine, very rare; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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728

729

728

H

729

H
1887, 30¢ value, 6 different complete (U336-U341), cut squares, U336-7 and U341 are full corners,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

730

P
1887-94, 30¢ red brown, complete set of six die proofs (U336P-U341P), 95 x 128 mm on white, amber, oriental buff, blue, manilla & amber manilla papers with watermark 8; white paper with faint water stain in upper
left corner, otherwise all bright and fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

154

1887, 2¢ green on amber manila, die 3 (U323), cut square, 42x43mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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731

732

733

731

H
1887, 90¢ value, 6 different complete (U342-U347), cut squares, full corners except U345; U344 with
light bends in margin, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $555.
Estimate $300 - 400

732

m
1899, 4¢ brown, die 2 (U373), cut square, 38x44, Extremely Fine, extremely scarce, only 5 unused entires thought to exist. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

733

H
1917, 3¢ carmine on blue, die 5, color error (U439g), cut square, full corner, 42x44mm, Extremely
Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

734

735

736

737

734

H
$375.

1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on blue, die 8 (U457), cut square, full corner, 47x47mm, Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

735

H

1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate (U462), cut square, 45x45mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

736

H

1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate (U462), cut square, 37x38mm, Very Fine. Scott $525. Estimate $300 - 400

737

H

1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate on amber (U463), cut square, 39x40mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
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738

H)
1920, 2¢ on 5¢ blue (U464), watermark 23, knife 59, entire, Extremely Fine, extremely scarce; bluish
green “W.H.M.” on reverse (William H. Maisel). Scott $1,750. UPSS 2913; $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

739

740

739

H

1920, 2¢ on 3¢ green, die 2 (U467), cut square, full corner, 53x51mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

740

H

1920, 2¢ on 1¢ dark violet, die 1 (U474), cut square, full corner, 71x63mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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741

742

743

741

H
1920, 2¢ on 1¢ on 3¢ dark violet on amber (U475), cut square, full corner, 56x55mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

742

H
$325.

1920, 2¢ on 3¢ dark violet on amber, die 1 (U476), cut square, full corner, 40x41mm, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

743

H

1920, 2¢ on 3¢ dark violet on amber (U478), cut square, 37x37mm, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

744

745

744

H)
1920, 2¢ on 3¢ dark violet, die 5 (U479), entire, size 10, knife 59, Extremely Fine; 1982 P.F. certificate.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

745

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green (U486), cut square, full corner, 43x42mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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746

747

748

746

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green on amber (U487), cut square, 37x39mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

747

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green (U488), cut square, full corner, 50x50mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

748

H
$600.

1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green on oriental buff, die 2 (U492), cut square, 40x40mm, Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $400 - 600

749

750

751

749

H
1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ carmine on blue, die 1 (U504), cut square, full corner, 46x46mm; trivial edge toning
along top and right edges, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

750

H

751

H
1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown on blue, die 8 (U506), cut square, full corner, 43x45mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

158

1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown, die 8 (U505a), cut square, full corner, 49x46mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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752

753

752

H
1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown on blue, die 1 (U506a), cut square, full corner, 45x42mm, Extremely Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

753

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 1 (U520), cut square, 39x39mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

754

H)

1991, 29¢ Star, rose omitted (U619b), entire, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.

755

Estimate $200 - 300

756

755

P
1929, 5¢ blue, die proof on bond (UC1P), centered at top of sheet of 8½" x 11" bond paper measuring
watermarked “EMPIRE/USA/BOND”, Extremely Fine, one of only two reported examples. Undersander EAM1Bc.
Estimate $300 - 400

756

H
1951, 10¢ chocolate on pale blue (UC16b), cut square, includes cut square of normal for comparison;
folded along sides and at top, Very Fine; 1953 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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757

H)
1952, 6¢ on 5¢ carmine, surcharged in red (UC23), mint entire, sharp and fresh; tiny depressions
20mm below the surcharge which in our opinion are merely paper anomalies, otherwise Very Fine; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

758

759

760

758

H

1958, 6¢ + 1¢ orange, die 2a (UC27), cut square, full corner, 83x53mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

759

H

War Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark red (UO18), cut square, 34x36mm, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

760

H)
War Dept., 1873, 3¢ dark red (UO20), entires, UPSS die WD3, size 7, about 300 envelopes, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $28,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

761

H
War Dept., 1873, 3¢ dark red on cream (UO22), cut square, full corner, 41x42mm; light discoloration on
reverse of full corner from moisture, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

762

H

763

H)
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ dark red (UO27), entires, UPSS die WD7, 40 size 21, 1 size 25, all addressed to
the Chief Signal Officer of the Army, great value, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $8,610 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

160

War Dept., 1873, 6¢ dark red (UO23), cut square, 33x39mm, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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764

765

766

764

H

765

H
War Dept., 1873, 2¢ vermilion (UO32), cut square, cut square plus backflap, 41x47mm; right margin
slightly irregular, Very Fine, known only as a cut square. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

766

H
War Dept., 1873, 6¢ vermilion on cream (UO38), cut square, full corner, 40x41mm; left edge of backflap
slightly reduced, Extremely Fine, known as a cut square only. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

War Dept., 1873, 30¢ dark red (UO29), cut square, full corner, 39x40mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

767

768

769

770

767

H

War Dept., 1873, 10¢ vermilion (UO39), cut square, 34x38mm, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

768

H

War Dept., 1873, 15¢ vermilion (UO41), cut square, 35x37mm, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

769

H

War Dept., 1873, 30¢ vermilion (UO43), cut square, 35x37mm, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

770

H

War Dept., 1875, 1¢ red on amber (UO45), cut square, 35x38mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

771

H)
War Dept., 1875, 2¢ red on amber (UO48), entires, UPSS WD die 11, size 7, approximately 200 total,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $9,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

772

H)
War Dept., 1875, 2¢ red on amber (UO48), entires, UPSS WD die 11, size 7, approximately 175 total,
most preaddressed to Chief of Engineers, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $7,875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

773

H
War Dept., 1875, 3¢ red on blue (UO54), entire, UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately 2,000 entires,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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774

H)
War Dept., 1875, 3¢ red on fawn (UO55), entires, UPSS die WD12, size 7, about 400 total, some
preaddressed to Chief of Engineers, some to Chief Signal Officer, excellent value at our low estimate, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $4,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

775

776

777

778

775

H
War Dept., 1875, 10¢ red on amber (UO60), cut square, full corner, 38x38mm, Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

776

H

War Dept., 1875, 12¢ red on amber (UO62), cut square, full corner, 34x43mm, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

777

H

War Dept., 1875, 12¢ red on cream (UO63), cut square, 32x35mm, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

778

H

War Dept., 1875, 15¢ red on amber (UO65), cut square, 37x39mm, Very Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750

779

780

781

779

H

War Dept., 1875, 15¢ red on cream (UO66), cut square, 35x37mm, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

780

H

War Dept., 1875, 30¢ red on cream (UO69), cut square, 40x40mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

781

H
$275.

Postal Savings, 1911, 1¢ green on oriental buff (UO71), cut square, 42x46mm, Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

162
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782

H
Postal Savings, 1911, 2¢ carmine on manila, color error (UO72a), entire, size 23, knife 106, Very
Fine, extremely scarce entire and quite frequently misidentified; 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500. UPSS OM-7;
$3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

783

)
Postal Card, 1893, Columbian Exposition, 2 complete sets, includes set of 10 Girsch & Roehsler black
& buff cards, and set of 12 series 1 American Lithographic color cards, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

784

H)
Postal Card, 1916, 1¢ green on gray, die 1 (UX27C), unused, printed address and printed on reverse;
small corner creases at top right, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
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785

H)
Postal Card, 1920, 1¢ on 2¢ red on cream, die 2 (UX33 var.), top card with double surcharge, bottom
normal, most unusual and scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

786

H)
Postal Card, 1956, 2¢ FIPEX, rose pink & dark violet blue on buff (UX44f), ten cards of this color variety, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

787

H)

164

Official Postal Card, 1913, 1¢ black (UZ1), Post Office fresh example, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Revenue

788

789

788

m
1871, First Issue, 6¢ Proprietary, perf’d (R31c), neat blue handstamp, fabulous bright color, handsome
example of this extremely scarce revenue stamp; couple minimal flaws, a couple short perfs at left and a single
added perf along bottom margin, otherwise Fine; 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

789

m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), neatly struck “1874”
handstamp, and trace of herringbone cancel, eye catching example of this popular invert, extremely fresh and
choice, Fine; 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

790

(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 1¢ violet (RJA105, vars.), group including RJA105 (x8), RJA105a (x8) and RJA105
var. (x8), without gum as issued, Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Duck Stamps
791

HH/H 1934-94 complete (RW1-RW61), o.g., mostly never hinged, fabulous well centered set of these beautiful
stamps, many of which are select plate number singles, all are Never Hinged except three stamps - RW2, RW28
and RW34, there are duplicates of RW7 and RW23 which are lightly hinged; a fantastic handpicked set that would
please any discriminating collector of high quality stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $6,560 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

792

HH/H 1934-73 complete (RW1-RW40), o.g., some never hinged, outstanding set of Ducks up to 1973, excellent selection of choice never hinged examples including RW2-3, RW5-12, RW14-16, RW18, RW20, RW33, and
RW39-40, the rest are either hinged or have disturbed gum from a humid environment, overall this is an outstanding
set with excellent centering throughout; RW17 and RW28 stuck down, not counted in the catalog value, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $5,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

793

HH/H 1934-72 complete (RW1-RW39), plate number singles, o.g., some never hinged, nice appearing group
of plate singles, nice selection of never hinged including RW1-2, RW4, RW11-13, RW20-22, and RW25, the rest
have disturbed gum from humidity damage, overall an excellent group with several select examples; RW5 creased,
RW18 with stain. Scott $4,765 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

794

HH/H 1934-66 complete (RW1-RW79), fresh and desirable group of 33 different, all neatly hinged on album
pages, the RW1 is a mint, never hinged plate number single, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $4,155 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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795

Ha
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, disturbed o.g. (glazed gum), handsome example of
this valuable plate block, unlisted in Scott in hinged condition, only listed in never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,750 for
never hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

796

HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skip on
center two stamps), gorgeous rich color, a handsome example with full selvage, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

797

Ha
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), top left plate block of 6, disturbed o.g. (glazed gum), brilliant
rich shade, attractive appearance, unlisted in Scott in hinged condition, only listed in never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$850 for never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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798

Ha
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, immaculate example
with bold color, a very desirable multiple, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

799

HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases),
tremendous rich color, premium quality multiple with excellent centering, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

800

HHa
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, absolutely extraordinary high quality plate, with ravishing rich color and superb centering, with full unblemished gum - scarce thus, as
these stamps usually come with gum issues, Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
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801

HHa
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends),
desirable example of this tough plate, with warm rich color and finely etched impression, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

802

HHa
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips),
extremely fresh and appealing example with remarkably rich color printed on bright white paper, Very Fine. Scott
$575.
Estimate $250 - 350

803

HHa
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends), impressive well centered multiple, featuring outstanding centering and fantastic deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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804

HHa
1959, $3 Labrador Retriever (RW26), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and appealing
multiple in a lovely state of preservation, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

805

HHa
1972-94, Duck Hunting Permits (RW39//RW61), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, 60 in total in
quantities ranging from 1 to 12 of each, all in immaculate mint condition, with a face value of $1,875; a pristine mint
group of these popular plates, Extremely Fine. Scott $4,705 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

806

HH/Ha 1973-2000 complete (RW40//RW67), plate blocks of 6, o.g., mostly never hinged, attractive group of
modern ducks, including RW40, RW42-43, RW46-60 in plate blocks of 4, plus three souvenir sheets of RW67, an
impressive offering with a face value of $750, very pretty group, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

807

HHa
Massachusetts, 1992//2005, $5 Waterfowl Stamps (19-20,22-32), complete sheets of 12, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,512 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Savings Stamps

808

H
War Savings, 1917, $5 deep green, rouletted (WS3), o.g., very lightly hinged, extraordinary example
featuring immense boardwalk margins and fantastic centering, with vibrant rich color, just a great stamp, among the
very finest known, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
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809

(H)
War Savings, 1919, $5 deep blue (WS4), on 1919 War Savings Certificate, scarce on document, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

810

(H)
War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), affixed to 1920 War Savings folder complete with envelope,
scarce as such, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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811

H
War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), o.g., very lightly hinged, impressive example with gorgeous rich
color, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

812

(H)
Treasury Savings, 1920, $1 red on green (TS1), affixed to savings card; archival tape repair to fold in
card, otherwise Very Fine, very scarce with card (first we have seen). Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

813

HHa
Test Stamp, 1927-30, B.E.P., blank on cream (TD75), complete roll of 500, blank gummed dummy
stamps perf 9½, blank “Dummy Coils” on paper leader with printed “3¢. 500 / 3¢ Postage Stamps / Coiled Sidewise /
Perforated / Between Sides”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Encased Postage

814

815

814

H
Encased Postage, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 1¢, medium “AYER’S” (EP13), Very Fine; 1987 PF certificate.
Hodders & Bowers 28. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

815

H
Encased Postage, Burnett’s Cocoaine Kalliston, 5¢ (EP46); small cracks in mica, Fine to Very Fine;
2009 PF certificate. Hodders & Bowers 75. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

816

817

816

H
Encased Postage, J. Gault, 10¢ (EP97); roughly opened, mica faults, otherwise Fine. Hodders & Bowers 133. Scott $750.
Estimate $150 - 200

817

H
Encased Postage, Hunt & Nash, Irving House, 5¢, ribbed frame (EP108a); 1987 PF certificate.
Hodders & Bowers 152. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

818

H
Encased Postage, White, the Hatter, 1¢ (EP178); mica broken, with partial remains around stamp, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, scarce. Hodders & Bowers 234. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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819

820

821

819

H
Confederacy, 1861, 10¢ blue (2), o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary top quality example, with brilliant
fresh color and flawless paper, a great stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

820

H
Confederacy, 1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), desirable fault free
example with radiant color and detailed impression, extremely elusive when found in flawless condition, Fine; 1990
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

821

H
Confederacy, 1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., previously hinged, delightful example of this difficult stamp, with
sterling color; small thin spot of little significance, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

822

823

824

822

m
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light milky blue (4b), horizontal pair, neatly struck black “Mobile, Ala” town cancellation, very handsome multiple, with vivid fresh color; tiny thins at top, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

823

(H)
Confederacy, 1862, 10¢ rose (5), unused without gum, beautiful deep rich color, scarce; creases and
toned spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

824

m
Confederacy, 1862, 10¢ rose (5), neatly struck black town cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice
high quality example of this incredibly difficult stamp, in a wonderful state of preservation, with exceptional color and
is completely sound in all respects, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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825

826

825

H
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), o.g., previously hinged, among the freshest and choicest examples of this desirable stamp we have ever offered, nicely centered amid extremely large margins, with breathtaking color and impression, completely sound and attractive showpiece that would please the most discriminating
collector of high quality Confederate States stamps, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

826

(H)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), regummed over tiny faults, bright color, attractive example,
Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

827

m
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), extremely light black cancellation, extraordinary example of this scarce stamp, large margins showing portions of frame lines on all sides, with breathtaking fresh color,
the quintessential example of this tough stamp, deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

828

s

174

Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ milky blue, “frame lines” (10a), tied on small piece by neatly placed “Mobile,
Ala, Jul 1 (1863)” c.d.s., extraordinary example of the scarce “Frame Line” variety showing complete frame line at
bottom, in the brilliant fresh milky blue shade, undervalued stamp, Fine to Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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829

Ha
Confederacy, 1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), right sheet margin block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom
stamps never hinged), excellent color; small paper flaw bottom middle stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $650+.
Estimate $250 - 350

830

HH/Ha Confederacy, 1862, 1¢ deep orange, unissued (14a), top margin block of 20 (10x2), o.g., all never
hinged except five stamps with hinge remnants and four lightly hinged, positions 5-8 & 14-20 are never hinged; nine
stamps with creases or bends, light soiling in right margin, otherwise Fine to Very Fine, scarce multiple; 2013 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Please Visit Our Web Site!
www.kelleherauctions.com
Every collection lot in this sale is photographed on our web site.
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U.S. POSSESSIONS
Canal Zone

831

HH
Canal Zone, 1904, 2c rose, inverted overprint (10a), o.g., never hinged, large margins, Very Fine, 200
to 300 examples exist. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

832

(H)a
Canal Zone, 1904, 8¢ on 50c bister brown, without “CANAL ZONE” overprint (14 var.), block of 4,
unused without gum; top left stamp with slight run of red color, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Prepared for CZ PO, but never overprinted, never issued, but later sold to collectors/dealers in Europe, noted in
Scott after #20 and called “Printer’s Waste”.

833

176

H
Canal Zone, 1906, 8c purple & black, imperf between and at left margin (25a), horizontal pair, o.g.,
hinged, centered to top are most all examples of this error, this is the only format that this exists in; left stamp with a
tiny thin at top, Very Good to Fine, only 34 of the 40 issued pairs are thought to exist. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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834

Sa
Canal Zone, 1909, 5c deep blue & black, red “SPECIMEN” overprint in italics (33S), irregular shaped
block of 34 (8x4 plus additional horizontal pair), each stamp with overprint (14x1.8mm) diagonally placed at bottom
with punch hole at bottom right, o.g., all never hinged except bottom right stamp with part o.g.; bottom right stamp
with small thin spot, Fine to Very Fine; each stamp signed in pencil “AFC”, “2116”, “A” and position number (photo
on web ste).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

835

H
Canal Zone, 1911, 10c on 13c gray, “10 cts” inverted (36a), normal tropicalized o.g.; light gum soak in
a few perfs at top left, tiny crease in overly long corner perf at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine, only 100 printed,
some of which are known used; 2008 P.F. certificate, H F Coleman (HFC) handstamp. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

836

Sa
Canal Zone, 1914, 10c gray, red “SPECIMEN” overprint in italics (37S), block of 12 with bottom
selvedge, each stamp with diagonal overprint (14x1.8mm) and punch hole, heavily disturbed o.g. causing some
gum staining, Fine to Very Fine, only three sheets released; each stamp signed in pencil “AFC”, “F2932”, “A” and
position number.
Estimate $600 - 800
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837

HH
Canal Zone, 1912, 2c vermilion & black, imperf between, blue “SPECIMEN” overprint (39S var.),
horizontal pair, 14x2mm overprint, placed diagonally below vignette plus punch hole at bottom right, o.g., never
hinged; natural straight edge at bottom, Fine to Very Fine This variety was never issued and is probably from a
sheet intended to be used to make booklet panes; signed in pencil on reverse “B”, “F4853" - ”94" & “95" (original
positions on the sheet).
Estimate $400 - 600

838

SHHa Canal Zone, 1912, 2c vermilion & black, imperf between, blue “SPECIMEN” overprint (39S var.),
block of 4, 14x2mm overprint, placed diagonally below vignette plus punch hole at bottom right, o.g., never hinged,
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
This variety was never issued and is probably from a sheet intended to be used to make booklet panes.

839

SHHa Canal Zone, 1912, 2c vermilion & black, imperf between, blue “SPECIMEN” overprint (39S var.),
block of 6 with two horizontal pairs imperf between and two singles with imperforate right margins, 14x2mm overprint, placed diagonally below vignette plus punch hole at bottom right, o.g., never hinged; “B sheet” on ungummed
part of selvedge of top right stamp, red ink on reverse of top right stamp of block, Fine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
This variety was never issued and is probably from a sheet intended to be used to make booklet panes.
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840

842

840

SHHa Canal Zone, 1915, 1c dark green & black, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (42S), block of 8 with top
selvedge, each stamp with sans-serif overprint and punch hole at right, o.g., never hinged, Fine; each stamp signed
in pencil “AFC”, “F4243”, “C” and position number.
Estimate $500 - 750

841

SHHa Canal Zone, 1917, 12c purple & black, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (49S), bottom block of 15, each
stamp with sans-serif overprint (14x2.3mm) and punch hole at right, o.g., never hinged; right center stamp with
scrape at top right, Fine to Very Fine; each stamp signed in pencil “AFC” and position number (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

842

SHHa Canal Zone, 1917, 15c bright blue & black, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (50S), top right block of 8,
each stamp with sans-serif overprint (14x2.3mm) and punch hole at right, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each stamp
signed in pencil “AFC”, “B” and position number.
Estimate $500 - 750

843

SHHa Canal Zone, 1917, 15c bright blue & black, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (50S), top margin irregular
shaped block of 14 (3x4 plus additional vertical pair), each stamp with sans-serif overprint (14x2.3mm) and punch
hole, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each stamp signed in pencil “AFC”, “B” and position number (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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844
844

845

846

SHH
Canal Zone, 1918, 2c vermilion & black, imperf between, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (53S var.),
horizontal pair, 15.5x2.5mm overprint, placed diagonally above vignette plus punch hole at right center on left
stamp and at bottom right on right stamp, o.g., never hinged (natural horizontal gum skip at center), Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
This variety was never issued and is probably from a sheet intended to be used to make booklet panes.

845

HH
Canal Zone, 1918, 2c vermilion & black (53c), booklet pane of 6, full pane, still inside part of original
booklet, includes approximately half of the back cover, interleaving and top edge, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very
Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

846

Ha
Canal Zone, 1921, 5c deep blue & black (57), left margin block of 4, normal tropicalized o.g., rich colors,
normal centering for this stamp, Very Good to Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $350 - 500

847

Sa
Canal Zone, 1924, 1c dark green, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (68S), block of 18, 11.3x2mm overprint,
placed diagonally on each stamp with additional punch hole at bottom; block includes 3 stamps with natural straight
edge at left, 3 with natural straight edge at right (one each with additional natural straight edge at bottom), and six
horizontal pairs imperf between; two pairs with natural straight edge at bottom, red plate number “F7428” at top,
bottom row of stamps with pencil notation on gum “F7428 C” 129-134, o.g., Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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848

HHa
Canal Zone, Airmail, 1939, Canal Anniversary complete (C15-C20), plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally bright, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750

849

851

849

m
Canal Zone, Airmail Officials, 1941, 5¢-40¢ complete, type II (CO8-CO12), 5¢ with perforations touching at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $855.
Estimate $400 - 600

850

SHHa Canal Zone, Postage Due, 1915, 10c on 10c olive brown, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (J9S), top margin block of 16, each stamp with diagonally placed sans-serif overprint (14.2x2.3mm) and punch hole at bottom
right, o.g., never hinged, Fine; each stamp signed in pencil “AFC”, “5182”, “C” and position number. (photo on web
site)
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

851

m

Canal Zone, Official, 1941, 50¢ rose lilac, type Ia (O8), Fine; 1973 APS certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Guam

852

H
Guam, 1899, 1¢-$1, basic set complete (1-8,10-12), handsome group of 11 different examples, missing
only #9, the scarce 10 cent value type II for completeness, o.g., hinge remnants, beautiful rich colors throughout,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,480.
Estimate $400 - 600

Hawaii

853

(H)
Hawaii, 1859-64, six different 4-margin Numerals (16//22), comprising #16 (plate 3-G, type II, position
2), 19 (plate 6-A, type IV, position 4), 20 (plate 5-C, type VIII, position 8, 1996 APS certificate), 21 (plate 9-A, type IX,
position 1), 22 (plate 12-A, type III, position 8) and 24 (plate 7-A, type II, position 2), unused without gum; all with
faults but attractive, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Scott $4,125.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

854

855

854

H
Hawaii, 1865, 5¢ blue on blue (21), part o.g., clear to ample margins; light staining/toning at center from
gum, otherwise Fine; 2009 Weiss photo certificate which incorrectly identifies this stamp as Scott 22 (“Interisland”
at left). Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

855

P
Hawaii, 1866, 5¢ green, trial color plate proof on India (32TC3e), large margins all around, Very Fine;
2007 Weiss photo certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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856

858

856

S
Hawaii, 1871, 18¢ dull rose, black “SPECIMEN” overprint (34S), overprint with letters “SP” showing a
sight doubling and letters “MEN” broken, disturbed o.g., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

857

HH/Ha Hawaii, 1893, 1¢ purple, red overprint, “189” instead of “1893” (53a), position 48, single in complete
sheet of 50, which is missing selvedge at top and bottom, left margin with Official seal of the Postmaster General of
Hawaii attached, a few stamps with hinge remnant for reinforcement, o.g., several stamps never hinged though
gum is somewhat toned as usual; error stamp with small hole at bottom right plus a couple other stamps with small
flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,041 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

858

m
Hawaii, 1893, 1¢ green, double red overprint (55f), one overprint heavy, second light, used with paper
adhering to reverse, lightly struck with killer of duplex cancel; light vertical bend at center, Fine, IDC notes that only
150 examples or less of this variety, unused or used, exist. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

859

HHa
Hawaii, 1893, 5¢ deep indigo, red overprint (58), left imprint block of 8, o.g., never hinged (few minor
gum creases or bends), Fine to Very Fine. Scott $256.
Estimate $250 - 350
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860
861
862
H
860the
Hawaii, 1893, 10¢ black, double red overprint (61f), one overprint heavy, second light and split with
bottom of the second overprint at an angle at the top, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine, IDC notes that 50 or fewer examples of this variety are thought to exist.
Estimate $200 - 300
861

(H)
Hawaii, 1893, 12¢ black, red overprint (62 var.), with extremely small faint traces of a second overprint,
unused without gum, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
62e catalogues at $1,750, but comes with more of a second overprint than this stamp.

862

HH/Ha Hawaii, 1893, 12¢ red lilac, red overprint (63), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (lower right stamp never
hinged), bright and fresh, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500

863

P
Hawaii, 1894, 1¢ yellow, plate proof on India (74P3), large margins; minor oxidation, small thin at top
and minor wrinkling at bottom, Fine to Very Fine; 2009 Weiss photo certificate for vertical pair (this was the top
stamp). Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

864

SHH
Hawaii, 1894, 12¢ blue, red “SPECIMEN” overprint (78S), left margin horizontal pair, positions L16-17,
o.g., never hinged; right stamp with small gum crease, Very Fine; both stamps signed “AFC” (Albert F. Chang),
2009 Weiss photo certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
I.D.C. values these stamps at $250 each, unpriced in Scott.
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865

(H)a
Hawaii, Kahului Railroad, 1894, 6¢ red, ABN Co. printing, bottom margin block of 40 (missing
selvedge at top), without gum, Fine to Very Fine. Meyer-Harris 152.
Estimate $400 - 600
Post Office in Paradise does not note the sheet size for this issue but the ABN Co. printing size for Hawaii at this
time was a sheet of 50.

Philippines

866

HH
Philippines, 1901, $1 black, type II (223A), o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, incredibly rare stamp
never hinged. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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867

HH
Philippines, 1914, 2c green (276a), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged; top left stamp with perforation
disc indentation, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

868

Ha
Philippines, Postage Due, 1899, 30¢ deep claret and 50¢ deep claret (J5, J7), blocks of 4, tropicalized
o.g., 30¢ with large hinge remnant across horizontal perfs, Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800

869

ma
Puerto Rico, Postage Due, 1899, 10¢ deep claret (J3), bottom left corner margin block of 4, light grid
cancel, o.g., hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, Very Fine, very scarce used block (unpriced used in the Scott
catalog) $800 as unused - which this is much scarcer than.
Estimate $500 - 750
Beautiful position piece.
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Ryukyus

870

H
Ryukyus, 1948, 5s-1y first definitive complete, first printing (1a-7a), o.g., appears lightly hinged; 7a
tropicalized gum, Fine to Very Fine; 1y ultramarine with 2003 PF certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

871

872

873

871

Ryukyus, 1952, “Gusikawa” postal forgery of 10y on 50sen dark carmine rose (16 var.), used as always, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

872

Ryukyus, 1952, “Gusikawa” postal forgery of 10y on 50sen dark carmine rose (16 var.), vertical
pair, used as always, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $1,000 as normal.
Estimate $300 - 400

873

H

874

(H)
Ryukyus, 1958, Yen Symbol, $1 rose, imperf between (53a), horizontal pair, without gum as issued,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ryukyus, 1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), o.g., appears lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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UNITED NATIONS

875

H
Ryukyus, Official Business Postal Card, 1947, 15 sen gray-green on gray paper, detached Message
Card, originally validated and revalued by HIRATA seal on 1 November 1947, revalidated by handstamp in violet
circa mid 1948, Very Fine, approximately 750 issued.
Estimate $500 - 750

UNITED NATIONS

876

HHa
United Nations, 2009, 1fr Endangered Species, imperforate (496-499 vars.), complete sheet of 16,
o.g., never hinged; minor gum disturbance mentioned only for the sake of accuracy, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

End of the First Session
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